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the Verification Database..................... Checking the Link Database (Verifying Database Links)..................... Checking the arraric structure of the databaseStrion 15 of 601The installation instruction Chapter 1 : Introduction Congratulations on purchasing the EntraPass software package, a highly efficient multiplayer access management system with all the features that can be required to complete most tasks. Welcome toStrive 16 of 601Installation Information What is an access control system?. What is an access
control system? The access control system is a complex of compatible technical means (readers, Properly installed Pass sensors, motion detectors, etc.) and 17 out of 601 Electronic PagesInstallation The main benefits of the DePass Kantech Advantage Program (KAP): Activating the software layout provides you with a free 12-month upgrade and the ability to undergo online training by the end of page 18 of 601Instruct to install additional equipment. Allows chain connection to 16 KT-MOD-OUT16 modules for
each KT-400 controller, i.e. up to 256 external outputs. Kantech Telephone System (Kantech Door System) KTES. KTES is able to provide access to the buildingTrad 19 of 601Instruction in the establishment of situations where necessary location of all people in the areas. The system knows how many people are in a given area. Muster reports are printed automatically or in an alarming event. The area icon on the desktop is changing dynamically, page 20 of the 601 Identification Guide and the Reference
System EntraPass Usage Reference Guide are designed for installation specialists, system administrators, and EnterPass system users. A hard copy of the manual is available, as well as an electronic version of page 21 of 601Inst of Installation Technical Support If you could not find an answer to your question in this guide or in the reference system articles, we recommend that you contact the experts who installed your system. Knowing your system settings, they will be able to answer any of your questions.
For page 22 of 601Instruction in system graph installation 8 1 q :Introduction Page 23 of 601Instructions to install Chapter 2 q :Installing software before any installation ensure that the computers on which the software will be installed meet the required requirements. For information about the hardware installed in the same way as Software Forward 24 of 601Installation, the recommended system requirements listed below are true for the primary server and backup entraPass, Video Vault video storage,
Oracle/MS-S'S (Card Gateway), Windows Gateway gateway, SmartLink interface, and workstation. Make sure that the 25-part 601Struction installation Requirements For various tasks may require the following equipment: q Plate for scanning images - allows you to digitize photos of users and use them for identification cards, Sound card - to formTrad 26 of 601Information in installation kit Installation The Installation Kit EnPasstra consists of CD-ROM and reference guide DN1316 (Reference Manual). It also
includes a CBLK-10 kit consisting of a 30 meter RS-232 cable with RJ-12 connectors, as well as DB9F-12X 27 601Instruction adapters, the master installation master installation of master installation of installation will guide you step by step through all stages of installation. Table 2-1 shows different installation scenarios. Table 2-1: Step-by-Step Procedures Procedure Sheet Page 1- Installing EntraPass (New Installation) 13 2-Page 28 of 601Instructing system installation 1 2 3 Before installation you must ensure
that no EnPasstra application is currently running. Install a CD on your computer's CD-ROM drive. If your computer configuration allows automatic startup, SetupStrutTrak 29 of 601Instructions to install 5 Click Next to continue the software installation process. The Configuration Start window opens. 6 Here you must choose which system components to install. The first four elements are designed to install new equipment, and the last (fifth) element is 30 of the 601Instruction in the installation of 7 Push Next to
continue working. The Serial Number window opens. 8 Number Global Server or EntraPass Software. This information can be found on the cover of the CD. When entering numbers, be careful! The Next button will become a 31-of-601Instruction by installing 11 Click Next to continue working. Customer information will appear on the screen. 12 13 Enter the user name in the User name field and the company name in the Company name field. This is an access level: Option Anyone using statrend 32 of
601Instruction in installation 15 16 17 18 19 20 q The user can choose the default path and click Next or indicate another path. To specify a different way to install the application, click Change. In this case, a new window opens, in which you need to specify a different form of installation. Page 33 of 601Instrucciones is automatically activated when the system is loaded, even if the last shutdown was incorrect. 22 Press Next to continue working. The system will check if other applications or utilities are available to
install. When found, 34 of the 601Installation 25 will appear on the screen to complete the installation to press Finish. NOTE: After the installation is complete, you must restart the computer. 26 The next step is to contact Kantech Technical Support to obtain a registration code for different system components. Follow Stalk 35 of the 601Instruction to install the registry system It is recommended to register the system as quickly as possible so that users can install additional options and work with the program
without restrictions. In fact, the system works even without but in the truncated version, page 36 of 601Instruction in installation in programs I am 24 and stands out in yellow). System registry. 4 Open the window Press the yellow Temporary Password button in use (...) (use a temporary password) to register the system. The button is only displayed in Only 37 of the 601Instrucciones 5 Visit the www.kantech.com website and press the Member Center button. NOTE: If you are not already a member of the
company, confirm your desire to become one and wait for an email confirming that it is included in the partner list (1-2 business days). 6 Select Section 38 of 601Installation Information 1 In the main server window (Server) open the Connection menu (or in the Application window of type Workstation enter the Options menu, Select System Registration (System Registration). : There are two ways to register a new component: online registration on the www.kantech.com website and obtaining a registration code
with local page 40 of 601Installation 9 Repeat steps 3 through 8 for all system components. NOTE: You must establish a connection between the EntraPass server and the computer where the new options are installed (if applicable). Perform this step only if you have installed components/options on another computer, Page 41 of 601Installations Editing System Component Information allows the user to name applications as desired, ensuring that events on the system are quickly identified. You can also rename
the components in the description menu of these components: DevicesStrion 42 of 601Instruction to install Connection to the EntraPass server Once the EntraPass application is installed on the computer, it is necessary to establish a connection between that computer and the computer that acts as an EntraPass server. The following recommendations will help you correctly customize and organize a 43-part 601 instruction on installing 4 VPNs, and to find out, it's usually enough to click on the rolled VPN icon in
the lower-right corner of the screen next to the clock (the so-called trey). In the Authentication password field, you can specify a specific password that will use the 44XtraXTrax installation instruction to install the internal global gateway (NCC8000) on Windows® 98, the EntraPass application, and the gateway can be installed on a computer. In this case, the following lines reflect the Config.sys file. Edit Config.sys 1 2 3 4 Select the Windows Start/Start menu. Select A 45 out of 601Instruction to install the external
global gateway installation (NCC8000) If the global gateway is installed on another computer that does not have a gateway, follow these steps: 1 Use different computers to perform these steps. First. Rest a security that DOS v.6.22 or higher is installed on 46 out of 601Instruction to configure the external global gateway (NCC8000) To configure/connect the external global gateway to communicate with the server, follow these steps: 1 Run the EntraPass application or the EntraPass application or EntraPass
Program (EnterPass. 2 Customization Program In the Device Table), Page 47 of 601Instrucciones 4 Go to www.kantech.com and click Member Center. NOTE: If you are not already authorized to the member center, please leave your application on the site. Update while the system load is close to zero (for example, Saturday night). The Configuration Start window opens. 4 Highlight Update Installed Applications and click Next. The Software window above will include a list of all programs, Page 50 of
601Instruction when installing 5 Click Next to continue working. An update starts and all programs installed on this computer will be updated up to this point. 6 To read the Read-Me introductory file, which contains information about updates made for different applications, click 51 of 601Instruction to install 9 10 Extract CDs from the CD-ROM drive. To complete the installation, click Finish. NOTE: After the upgrade is complete, you must restart the computer in the sequence described at the beginning of this
chapter, see Before upgrading EntraPass on page 34. 37Station 52 of 601Instruction in installation removal software EntraPass If you need to remove the EntraPass software from your computer, you will use the Add or Remove Programs option in Control Panel. 1 2 Click Start &gt; Settings &gt; Control Panel. At opening 53 of the 601Instruction 6 After the deinstalization process is complete, the Maintenance Completed window appears on the screen. 7 8 To close the window, click Finish. Restart the computer.
39 Removing the EnterPass Software Page 54 of 601Installation Information Chapter 3 : Introduction This section introduces users to the graphical user interface and basic functions of the EntraPass system. To log in to EntraPass, you must run the EntraPass server, the EntraPass Gateway, and the EntraPass 55 601Instruction Work Company when you install Login and End of Session 1 To enter the Windows Start menu® and open Start &gt; All Programs (All Programs) &gt;Global Step Edition &gt;
Server/Workstation). As an EntraPass application, you can use the 601Instruction WorkStation 56 to install 3 To press the Sign In/Sign Out button to open the operator registration window. 4 Enter the user name and password in the opened window. By default, kantech is used as the user name. The name is not sensitive to registration. The default password is Page 57 of 601Instruction to install the desired menu item to perform the necessary actions or display system information. NOTE: The status line shows
the status of the connection: Green means that the link is in order, red indicates communication problems. 6 Enter the cursor in statusstcheckStrage 58 of 601Information in Send to tray - hide the window in the lower right corner next to the clock (the so-called trey) Important information is also displayed by performance indicators (located at the bottom); indicate the following: Configuration data received from server 59 of 601Installation 2 The main window of the EntraPass Workstation program appears on the
screen. NOTE: If the server is not connected, the extreme left status indicator (all status indicators are colored rectangles on the status line) is red; At this time the button En 60 of 601Instruction in the box is sensitive to registration. (Passwords NOTE: If you cannot register, you should check if Log Logging is enabled on the keyboard (Caps Lock button). To resize toolbar buttons, page 62 of 601 Installation Instructions Automatic Installation (Express Settings) Express Settings allows you to configure settings for
system components, including sites/beams/branch controllers and controllers, as well as devices associated with these components (e.g. doors and entries). allows you to perform a variety of tasks, including checking system databases and changing the interface language. Here's what follows for EntraPass standalone utilities: Database Utility (UtilityStruction 64 of 601Instruction when installing the EntraPass toolbar The EntraPass home screen contains the following buttons. setting the default settings. The
System Tree View button displays devices in an erhaic format. Components,Page 66 of 601Installation destruction Basic features List the main actions available when working on the system: Find components, Extended selection box) - Selection of components, specific folders, beams and gateways, Print lists or reports, See LinksTrastra 67 of 601Installation (Contains... The search results will contain all components that have entered characters. 3 To view an image that matches the selected map, you must use
a search button with a binocular image and a plus sign. 4 5 To cancel the search on page 68 of 601Instruction in the installation of drivers and doors. If this option is available, placing the cursor in the drop-down list opens a suggestions window. In the extended search window Use of the following filters (filter types): q Ends with (Ends in...) q Starts withStruc 69 of 601Installation (Delete All). To return to the previous menu screen unchanged and without highlighting, click the Cancel button. 5 There is another way
to highlight, which is illustrated by the component selection example in the Controller Status window. ItStrion 70 out of 601Installation 6 Set the required number of speakers in the extended selection box to display all requested components. indow to display all components as needed. To shorten the list, use a text filter (Text Filter). 7Trad 71 of 601Instruction in the installation of a print report or a report or list save list for later viewing through the Quick Viewer program or downloading an already created report.
For more information about this program, see Chapter 16 of 'The Quick Viewer - Quick View Program Report' on page 72 of 601Installation 3 To see the connections of any door with other system components, you should highlight this door and press the Link button again.: 4 All system components that are connected to the chosen door will be displayed on the screen. In this example, the Door component uses page 73 of 601Instruction 1 on the Report Toolbar &gt; Quick Report. Click System Tree View. 2 In
System Tree View mode, you can double-click to select a component. The changes will take effect automatically. Click on the 74th Installing Additional Window Usage 1 From the System Toolbar (System) &gt; Workspace (Workspace) &gt; EnterPass Application (Input Step), right-click to open the additional window (Extended Selection Box): 2 Click SystemStrux 75 of 601Instruction in installation Chapter 4 q System Devices Toolbar After installation of the computer and software system equipment must be
configured. On the Devices tab, located in the ARM panel, you can access the 601Instruction 76 configuration by installing the Minimum EntraPass Application Configuration Requirements for DePass software package configuration including a server, an ARM WorkStation (Monitoring Application) type APPLICATION, and a Gateway-type application. The Gateway application can be integrated with page 77 of 601Instruction in the 3 4 5 Dual Gateways installation, included in the Global Gateway windows, which
allows you to simultaneously run global and corporate gateways at the same time. This option only adds a corporate gateway and does not require an additional license. Provide a name for the 78 of 601Installation. Choose this option to encode all incoming and outgoing messages for this application. Automatic disabling of authentication (automatically prohibit authentication). When you choose this option, the system will automatically prohibit the 79-out-of-601 Installation Instruction, which allows you to create
geographic links in the EntraPass system. describe how the workstation should work. • • • Applying the workstation workspace and event parameters allow you to apply the ARM workspace and settings. When highlighting this, page 80 of 601Instruction in the appointment configuration settings for message management 1 Click the Messages tab to determine how messages should be processed or passed when ARM is connected (or not) to the server. NOTE: Messages arriving on the workstation must be
configured Page 81 of 601Installation 6 7 In the Update Delay section of the status icon, specify the interval for the EntraPass status update that displays the glyph in the status line. The range of acceptable values ranges from 0.01 to 4.59 seconds in a 0.01 second step. In the box, 82 of the 601Instruction in the installation of 7 on the screen. In fact, the ock video, defined as disturbing and connected to system components, is automatically displayed on the screen when the alarm is received. If you select the
Send message at confirmation timeout option if, after the time expires, page 83 of 601Instruction when installing 1 Open Email tab in the main window of the EntraPass application. 2 In the Email server (SMTP or Exchange server) box, specify the IP address of the mail server to use to send emails. In the E-mail port box, specify the port name that is 84 out of 601Instruction when setting the Oracle/MS-S-S'L (CardGateway) Oracle/MS-S-L interface is creating a real-time mirrored copy of the EnPasstra card
databases (map table, map table, map table, and map table). 85 of the 601Installation 5 On the deployable database type (database type) choose a database server: Oracle 8.0 server, Oracle 7.3 server, or S'L server. The database has different settings for different versions of the server, so it is important to correctly specify the server version. NOTE: If installation instruction 86 of 601 is in effect for the Oracle/MS-S-SL interface, enter the domain name in the domain name and user name in the login name. Enter
the password in the Password box and repeat your entry in the password confirmation box. Create server databases manually To integrate the database with the 87 of 601Instruction in THE NOTE installation: If desired, you can create multiple backup servers with databases mirrored on the system. An additional license is required to use the mirror database and backup server. To configure the ARM workstation to work with a mirrored base and page 88 of 601Information in the INSTALLATION NOTE: If you
select the TCP/IP protocol, the redundant server address appears on the screen, where you must specify the TCP/IP address of the computer on which the mirror base and backup server are installed. This field also appears when you use installation instruction 89 of 601 11 Move to the KT-NCC tab to assign a public IP address to KT-NCC when necessary. If you want to enable the router address of the input server, check the box. You can enter the public IP address or domain name. 12 Click ServiceTraTrad
90 of 601Instruction 1 In the Drop list EntraPass application choose the SmartLink application. 2 Configure the ARM on which it is installed Smartlink. For more information, see the General Purpose section on page 65. Configure SmartLink.Page 91 of 601The installation instructions are scheduled to send all events to all workstations (including the SmartLink workstation). Highlighting this option prevents unnecessary commands and reporting events that are not designed for the SmartLink application. NOTE:
You must manually page 92 of 601Installation 13 Open the Service Marker (Service) and configure the necessary parameters to log in when you use the SmartLink server in service mode and the necessary requirements reports for printing. To use this option, you must check the Log in to EntraPass On 93 of 601Instruction check box when installing 4 Open Folder Bookmark (Daddy) and specify the path of the video file and the name structure. The settings in this window reflect how videos should be displayed
in the video store (video &gt; browse the video store). Target drive(s) (disk destination): List 94 of 601Instruction when installing 5 open file marker (file) to choose how to assign file names. File name structure. Check what data should be contained in the file names. Separators. In this section, choose which splitters should be 95 of the 601Instruction in the installation of note formats: KVI and KVA allow users to protect video files with a password and specify keyframes for any dedicated video event. Keyframes
provide a quick search for video clips by viewing individual frames .bmp selected as ASterer 96 of 601Inst installation 8 Significant frame in sequence (keyframe using sequence/rounding tour for dome speed). This feature is only used with vaulted cameras that are tuned to a specific preposition or autotour path, which requires a 97 of 601 instruction to install the EntraPass Entrapass Gateways gateway configuration to convert the information received from a controller or site and transmit the converted data to
the server. Gateways also convert information received from the server and transmit it to controllers. The GatewaysTrador 98 dialer of 601Instruction when you install the Corporate Gateway Configuration Detection 1 Open Devices (Devices) flag and click the Gateway icon. 2 In the Gateway drop-down list, specify the gateway that you need to configure. NOTE: If the Dual Gateway option was allowed in the Global Gateway application, 99 out of 601Installation 4 Open Dialer KT-100/KT-200/KT-300 Events
(Events KT-100/KT-200/KT-300) and set the on (off) event timer for each. The Corporate Gateway version allows you to configure up to 30 events in this way. 5 See the KT-400st 100 of 601Instruction in installation 6 On the KTES Events tab (KTES events), turn on the switch and turn off the edit LED (Press off) for each event. NOTE: The Corporate Gateway application supports up to 41 gateways. 88 4 System Devices Page 101 of 601Inst installation instructions Below are all the events allowed on the
corporate gateway: Access granted (access granted) Request for assembly denied (Request for prohibited protection) Timeout waiting for a second card (Timeout waiting for the second card) 102 out of 601Install information 7 Low keyboard delays (keyboard delays) configure the reader keyboard: q In the keyboard delays section specify the value of the digit delay option (delay between two consecutive keystrokes, min:sec). This is the maximum time allowedTrad 103 of 601Instruction 1 In the Gateway list select
the NCC-8000 gateway that you want to configure. 2 On the General tab: Use the down/top keys to indicate the number of rays that are dentin to that computer (maximum 8). NOTE: On the NCC-8000 gateway, in RayTrad 104 of 601Instruction in Installation 4 If the NCC-8000 is integrated into the gateway (NCC-800 is installed on the same PC on which the other gateway is located), you must assign beam configurations to determine the COM port to which the beam is connected. If you select Integrated with
Gateway, configure Stalk 105 from 601Instruct to Set Up Global Gateway 1 2 From Devices Tab, click the Gateway icon. In the Gateway list, select Global Gateway to customize it. 3 On the General tab: Use up/down valves to select Page number 106 of 601Installation 5 Go to the Events tab KT-400 (Events KT-400): Global Gateway allows you to customize related events for the KT-400. The following table lists all events, page 107 of 601Installation 6 Under Keyboard Delays (Keyboard Delays) to configure the
reader keyboard: Delay between digits (delay between two consecutive keystrokes, min:sec). This is the maximum time allowedTrad 108 of 601Instruction in the installation of NOTE: The original configuration will be done through the website. Explore the KT-NCC Installation Manual, DN1611 and KT-NCC Quick Setup Guide, DN1656. WAN: Use this type of connection to be surrounded by distant objects. When the connection to KT-NCC is protected, the 109 of 601Instruction in the installation note: the MAC
address can be found on the KT-NCC card, under the Ethernet port #1. This is a 12-digit 16-digit code where every two digits are separated by a trait. (xx-xx-xx-xx-xx). The following table shows what settings to specify based on networkStrivet 110 of the 601Instruction in Network Response Time (Network Response Time) installation is set by default. You can change the survey time between EntraPass and KT-NCC. Communication time/Communication time Very fast standby time: max. 800 ms Average
standby time: max. 1500 msTrastra 111 of 601Installation 6 Rest assured that the item is selected: Allow KT-Finder diagnostic access for KT-NCC (allow diagnosing KT-NCC with KT-Finder service). Choose the activation condition for each local relay on the board under Event Activation. If you only want a temporary 112 of 601Instruction to install 8 open KT-400 events (KT-400 events) and adjust switching (Pulse on) and deactivation (Press off) the LED press for each event. KT-NCC Gateway allows you to
customize related events in this way. The following table lists all available events Instrway 113 of 601Instruction 9 Under Keyboard delays (keystroke delays) to configure keyboard reader I:q In the keyboard delays section specify the value of the Between Digits option (Delay between two consecutive keystrokes, min:sec). This maximum allowable time after 114 of the 601Instruction in the installation of The Ray Settings (loops) Beam consists of drivers connected to the same sequential port. This system can
control up to 32 local beams on the corporate gateway, 8 beams on the NCC-8000 gateway, 3 physical direct beams on on the KT-NCC gateway, and 32 beams on global page 115 of 601Installation 4 Under the general marker (General options) make the following adjustments: In the Hardware Definition and KTES (Computer Description and KTES) section indicate the number of beams on the controllers. Up to 32 controllers can be connected to each beam. When you enter a value that exceeds page 116 of
601Inst for installation 1 When you select the RS-232 direct connection type, an additional RS-232 tab appears on the General tab. In the COM field of the communication port, enter the port number. Choose the data transmission rate in the controller branch. 19200 bits/s. DefaultStrua 117 of 601Installation. This option should be used when configuring a device with a reserved IP address in the DHCP configuration. Use the following IP address. This page 118 of 601Instruction 3 Move to IP device options to
customize security settings and communication settings. Encryption key. This field must be entered sixteenth code to protect the beam. Controller loop baud rate (SpeedStrest 119 of 601Instresive installation q In the IP address and port fields you must specify the IP address and port. In the Protocol field, you must select a communication protocol: TCP, if the beam communicates with the gateway through the terminal server using the TCP protocol. Click the Recover Site Events button (ExtractStrua 121 from
601Inst installation) This setting will be useful if the primary modem is busy or cannot accept the call. inform them of permission/denial of access. Typically, the reader's red/green LED informs the electronic card holder that the 123-out-of-601 installation instruction is an open type of web browser for configuring the device. OpportunityStrest 124 After you configure the configuration of driver-related components, you must select the reader and button panel installed in this driver from the Reader list drop-down list
and the keyboard type. See paragraph 4-1 description of TypeStrion 125 of 601Installation Reader Types KT-100 KT-200 KT-300 KT-400 Paramount Farm 32-Bit Wiegand Da Da Da Polaris 1 - CF101 Yes Da Da Polaris 1 with 10-digit Da Da Polaris 1 cards with 16-digit Da Da Da Polaris 1 cards with Polaris Da Da Da Polaris 2 ABA cards with 10-digit Da Da Polaris 2 AStration 126 601Instruction cards NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE : This option is useful to use if necessary to physically disconnect the
driver without removing it from the system (for example, for repairs). In addition, it allows operators to easily customize the software before the physical installation of the system is complete. If you enter a value that exceeds the maximum allowed value, the system uses the correct value above. In the Keyboard Escape Keys (ESC) drop-down list, specify which 128 of the 601 installation instructions are used as a relay. In total, only 16 relays can be configured. If two REB-8 modules are added, the last two relays
(17 and 18o) can be used to perform different actions. The various uses of the KT-2252 lift controllers are presented below in the table: Number of lifting booths Number KT-2252 1 8 1 16 1 1 32 1 1 64 2 2 2 1 2 16 1 2 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 Number of floors 64 4 In the Columns Floors (Floors) indicate the number of floors, Page 130 of 601Instruction in the installation of 2 Open Lay-book (Lift) elevators to configure REB-8 elevator drivers. supports up to four REB-8 modules. 3 Specify how many REB-8 modules are
installed in the driver. These options add up. If, for example, four REB-8 modules are installed, the first three lines of The 131 of 601Instruction are installed when installing 1 open KT-200 marker and highlight the REB-8 relay option (Rele REB-8) to assign these modules as a relay. 2 When using the KT-2252 lifting controller, You should highlight the KT-2252 elevator controller and the REB8 relay option (KT-2252 and 132 lift controller of 601Installation 1 From the Site menu (Ray) to click the controller icon,
select the KT-300 tab. 2 In the Serial number field enter the serial number of the controller. In this field, only the numbers must be specified, except on the first page 133 of the 601Instruction when installing Combus terminals are marked with flags/red marks. (at the bottom of the screen). in response to a power failure, a Combus error and a low stage 135 of 601Installation 1 in the Devices menu &gt; (Controller) open the General marker and select the reader type in the Reader Types box. 2 Specify the type of
button panel in the Keyboard Type box (if available). 3 Open the KT-400 marker. In the Serial number field, type the value 136-of-601Struction in installation 5 6. This feature is used in high-security areas where two cards are required to access access. In the drop-down list, the keyboard escape key (ESC) specifies which button panel key will be used as an AN ESC. This feature is linked to page 137 of 601Installation 1 If the KT-400 driver is equipped with a module (and) extensions, you must press the
expansion module configuration button. This opens the expansion modules configuration window. . If you want to configure statement 138 of 601 to install the box, right-click the image. For more information, see Extended Selection Box on page 54. Example of installation of installation sample 9-16 inputs as elevator entries NOTE: These lists are mutually exclusive to each page 139 of 601Instruction in the installation Sample destination outputs 1-8 as sample outputs of output relays 9-16 as lift outputs 6 To add
KT Module-MOD-REL8 You must select the output module and press the Add button. Page 140 of 601Information when setting Sample relay destination 1-8 as lift outputs (output lifts) Sample relay destination 1-8 as relay (relay) ( Relays) WARNING! To date, KT-400 controllers are available from 4 relays. Calculate in advance how many relays would be needed to make part of it a 141-of-601Instruction in the installation of 7 Open Summary Bookmark (Common), which allows you to change any configuration of
the modules. Identify the module you want to change in the left column and change its settings on the right side of the window. An example of a change in expansion module 8 already installed After the end of the 142-out-of-601Inst installation of card counting options - the function of counting cards (to take into account cards in a given area) and another NOTE: The function of preventing rea through the input/output readers. Helps security administrators track the number of 143 out of 601 Installation 5In the
Forgive Schedule section to press the dot button to configure a reset schedule on all other cards. Specify the time when the anti-rescue will not work. NOTE: Forgive ScheduleStrion Section 144 of 601Instruction in installation Of the purposes of elevator floor links for the KT-400 NOTE controller NOTE: The elevator marker is only displayed when the KT-400 expansion modules are configured as input or output for elevators. For more information, see Chapter 4 of Configuration 145 of the 601 Overflow
Information and a list of events that occurred when the handler did not communicate with the server. In the example illustrated above, the dedicated Event buffer overflow error message is 50 of the oldest events 601 Kantech Installation Instructions Kantech Telephone Entry System (KTES) Kantech™ Telephone Entry System (KTES) is a telephone system that is suitable for small and large applications, where you also need an access control system or where you only need to have a telephone system. This is
the maximum talk time in seconds for a normal call between a visitor and a tenant (10 seconds to 59 minutes:59 seconds). The default value is 40 seconds. Extended Talk Time: This is the maximum 148 out of 601Instruction in the Kantech Phone Input System 1 2 installation appointment From the KTES window, select the Kantech Telephone Entry System(S) tab. Include general settings in general: Serial number. The serial number is unique for each KTES. This is required for connection between KTESTrad
149 of 601Instruction in the installation of the keyboard key for the tenant-activated auxiliary relay (The key that activates the additional relay with the help of the tenant): This key will be used to provide access to the visitor's territory if the second entry is used. The default value is empty. Include the 150 of 601Instruction in the installation of special symbols with a combination of commands reflected in the following table, you can display an LCD screen the current time and date in a variety of formats: in the US
format: Page 151 of 601In the character delay: Next character delay is the maximum delay that occurs to enter the next digit when the next digit is indicated when the following digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when a digit to the next occurs when the next digit is entered when the next digit occurs when one digit to the next occurs when the next digit is entered when the next digit is indicated when the
next digit is indicated when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit is indicated when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit occurs when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is
entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is
entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered when the next digit is entered Code. (0 sec to 4 min:15 sec). By default, 2 seconds. Look for user timeout delay: After clicking page 152 of 601Instruction on power failure installation: This relay can be activated when there is a KTES input AC power failure. There is no default value. Battery issues: The relay can be activated if battery 12 B is disconnected or pager voltage 153 of 601Instruction in installation 2 Specify pager report settings (pager
reports): Pager phone number (pager phone number): Pager phone number to which events will be sent (maximum of 24 characters). This option is empty by default. Scheduling pager calls (signing calls to page 154 of 601 Installation instruction) (0 to 999 by default 123). Keyboard (locked keyboard): Code to be transferred to the pager in the KeyboardStrage 155 alarm of 601The instruction to install the door settings This menu is used to assign the door settings on which ID card readers and/or button panels
are installed. Any door can be an elevator door, a working time gate, a front door with a re-ban of 156 out of 601Instruction in facility 5 6 If this door belongs to KTES then go to point 13. Check the Elevator cabin option if the door is used in the elevator control system. If you check this option, you will see an Elevator tab to configure 157 of the 601Instruction in the installation of the opening time (hh:mm:ss) - opening duration (h:mm:s). This is the time during which the door can remain open after the card is read
correctly or a correct exit request. This function only applies to doors equipped with contact sensors. TimeStrion 158 out of 601Installation 1 In the door window (Doors) open the keyboard (working code). 2 Specify how the door is controlled (default reader only): q Reader only (reader only) - only the reader is used to access the door. This is the most common case. Reader or keyboardStrivet 159 of 601Information in the installation of the door, for example: break the door, leave the door open for too long, the
function of mutual locking of the door (Door) and another 1 In the door window (Doors) open the contact marker (Contacts). 2 Choose a door sensor (hercon) from the Door Contact list. NOTE: VStrivet 160 601Inst Installation 1 In the door window (Doors) open the REX tab (Output Request Devices) and in the Relock on Rex section (lock on REX signal...) choose the necessary locking functions In the door opening - to allow the system to turn on the lock after opening the door correctlyStrivestre 161 of
601Instruction in the installation of NOTE : The Door option does not apply to KTES doors. 1 In the Door window) open the Various marker. 2 From the Door (Doors) drop-down list, choose the first door to use in the mutual door locking system (Gateway). In the deadlock contact list, 162 out of 601Insively install 1 In the Door window (Doors) open the Elevator marker. 2 Choose a door unlock schedule from the list schedule #1. The default value is always valid. In addition, you can create a new schedule
(Definition menu), Page 163 of 601Installation 1 Use the Access and Area tab to determine the entry by two maps, the before/after area, and restrictions for assigned doors. 2 Highlight dual custody (two-card pass) to enable this feature. Double custody is used for A.I.O. 164 of the 601Instruction in the installation of NOTE: When the cardholder brings his/her cards to this cardholder, it is not possible to bring his/her cards to readers/doors until the specified time delay expires. Door, another gate event setting
(Door Events section) (corporate gateway only) 1 VStrage 165 out of 601Instruction to install two different groups of uncasts for each beam/site. You can assign up to 99 writes per beam/site on page 174. Don't call by default. NOTE: To assign the call type for each event, you must include page 166 of 601Instruction when installing the 7 Pager call type (page call type applicable only to KTES): You can choose Do not call (do not call, Local relay activation will not cause a call to be sent to the pager), Call
Immediately (Call Immediately. Activation of the local relay will be BeTrad 167 of 601The instruction to install q access, the exit of the lock will be activated (the lock will be activated, 5 seconds must close the lock) through 15 seconds, and the door will open within 5 last seconds, the theft message will not form. The second card, you must selectTrad 168 of 601Instruction in the installation If the required access level is not in the list, you can create it by right-clicking the Arming access level. After that, you will be
able to put in the protection of the external security panel. To increase safety, 169 of the 601Instruction in installation 9 is monitored under the following conditions: at the time of entry, during output (at the exit) and when the system is removed from protection (on disarm). In the disarmament request (security withdrawal request) the entry for deferred safety in the Field Box entry to the postponed arm 10Stration 170 of 601Instruction in the installation relay installation relay Weekend relay of weekend relay
managers, They are equipped with each KT-100, KT-200, KT-300 and KT400 controller, can be used to trigger alarms and other devices, including lighting regulators, ventilation systems and air conditioning. These 171 of 601 RelaysInstruction in installation 7 Under the NCC-8000 gateway, you must assign the action on the relay in activation mode. Normal-In the relay is not influenced by the activation program activation program activation program. The status of the relay will be remembered, When necessary
(manual control, Page 172 of 601Insection to install the input configuration (section input) Door controllers monitor the flow of inputs/inputs, including contact sensors that open doors, locks, motion detectors, temperature sensors, various output request devices (REX) and other devices with dry page 173 of 601Instruction in the installation: Input used for the door or sensor Output Request Buttons (REX), DOES NOT have a monitoring schedule. 5 Indicate in the Normal Condition the normal input state: closed or
open. NOTE: When using page 174 of 601Information in the INSTALLATION NOTE: To indicate the type of call for the pager for each event, you must include the function of sending the report to the pager. See Target Pager Pager Options on Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager Pager 6:12 p.m. NOTE: If entry is restored or returned to normal, the bypass entry will
also return to normal. The system will form page 176 of the 601Instruction in the installation of THE NOTE: Only those floors that are marked (X) with a flag in the Floor Group menu, the Status column will be available for selection. Temporary access to floors will be provided according to the delay specified in the Door, Unlock Time menu (TimeStration 177 of 601Installation 1 On the Input Destination tab, select the Door tab. 2 3 Select the door group, which will be unlocked by alarm at the input/entry. Select the
action you will follow after unlocking the doors q Latch (lock) will keep the unlocked doors up to 178 of the 601Instruction to install the output settings (weekend devices) The outputs are usually controlled by LED indicator and buzzer in the readers. KT400 controllers have 16 outputs (four for one door). KT-100Strage 179 of 601Instruction to establish door event connections with additional system event outputs can trigger additional outputs. To do this, you must specify how each event should trigger a custom
output. 1 Open the BookmarkTrad 180 definition of 601Instruction to install the built-in alarm panel Settings Minimum requirements to view and use built-in buttons, and DLLs for integration must be downloaded to EntraPass Server. If the toolbar does not display two buttons, see Chapter 14 IntegrationTramstrage 181 of 601Instruction in the INSTALLATION NOTE: When choosing User Managed Access, users &gt; Card will be available a panel called Intrusion (Security). 8 If you have access to video integration,
you will see the Video View box (ViewTraction 182 of 601Instruction when installing 13 Select COM Communication Port (Com Communication Port) and Baud Speed (Transfer Speed) from the drop-down list. 14 Select the Info tab (information). This code used by the Kantech operator for channel 183 of 601Instruction in the installation Configuration of integrated components On the Integrated Component tab (integrated component) you can see any of the panel components (section section section in the
Installation Configuring Integrated Components on the Integrated Component tab (integrated component) you can see any of the panel components (section section section section , zone, etc.), preselecting the panel type (safety, temperature control,... Etc.). 1 From the DevicesStrun 184 toolbar of 601Inception 5 • :Назначения Панель инструментов Definition (Назначения) В панели инструментов Definition (Назначения), операторы могут назначать логические компоненты системы, такие как: • • • • • • •
• • • Расписания Тревожная система (Alarm systems) Области Тур обхода охранникомСтраница 185 из 601Инструкция по установке Назначение расписаний Расписание указывает системе, когда выполнять определённые операции, включая автоматическую разблокировку дверей, предоставление доступа посетителям, создание автоматических отчётов, мониторинг входов и др. ,, s, 186 x 601 1 ' 1 ' 1' (Definition). On the Definition toolbar, click Schedules. NOTE: If the flag was placed in
front of the Upgrade to Advanced Programmingtrat 187 of 601Instruction capability in the calendar installation for the next 12 months. This calendar displays holidays using three colors that define the link. NOTE: Link (legend) is the difference for the destination of the holidays. For more information, see Destination Holidays on page 203.Page 188 of 601Instruction on the Purpose of the Alarm System (Global/KT-NCC/NCC 8000) The alarm section (alarm partition) is the assembly of devices and equipment
designed to signal and determine presence in the protected area. This reaction involves the immediate participation of the 189-out-of-601Inthuhusstruction in the facility. When disturbing sections, elements such as: doors, readers, input zones and relays that can be assigned to groups and separately. Each disturbing section of 190 of 601Instruction in installation 1 2 3 Manual assembly (manual configuration for protection): This is usually done with the ARM window authorized by the operator. The alarm system
will be protected after the output delay expires. Automatic arming (automatic registration protection): The alarm section will be 191 of the 601Instruction in the installation of a pre-set period (maximum 16.5 hours) after which the system is automatically put on guard only if the unarmed schedule is not included. Can I activate in two cases the procedure of placing a protection order sediment protection mode, page 192 of 601Installation To assign a disturbing section 1 of the gateway from the drop-down list, select
Gateway, which refers to its disruptive section. 2 From the Alarm System drop-down list, select the existing alarm system or click New to create a new 193 alarm of 601Instruction in installation 6 B q requires an appropriate level of access and provide this level of access to the reader/i. Delays (hh:mm:ss) (Delays), specify delays in input and output: Input delay: Specify an input delay during which userTrad 194 of the 601 Security Information will only work with a gun reader. Security requires a level of access to
security and access to these readers. Note: Alarm level #1 input (Anxiety, Level No.1) - Select an input or group of inputs that will automatically activate the selected alarm relay, 1 Relay Status (relay 2 of 2 tabs). The relay will be activated if the system is put on guard and the 196 of 601Instruction in the installation will remain activated until the input/entry changes its state. NOTE: When the relay is on/off from the alarm system, the event will not occur. Armed relay system (safety system - relay) - This is a 197
relay of 601Instruction in the installation q q Alarm #1 Relay status -Choose a relay that will be activated when the alarm section detects an alarm at the input, From one or a group of entries identified in the Alarm level #1 field or from one or more gates (for example, forced opening door 198 of 601Instruction when setting area allocation areas (global only/KT-NCC/NCC 8000 Gateway) Areas are a base point for using Anti-passback mode. NCC 8000 featureStrivet 199 of 601Installation 5 6 7 If you have a video
function, you will have a video view box (Select video window). Avoid messages like Access Denied - Password Bad Location (Access Rejected, Bad Location) or Card in Bad Location (Card in a Bad Place). When the trip schedule becomes valid (or invalid), you can specify the area where page 201 of 601Instruction in the Installation Assignment of the Guard Route Detection feature (only for Global Gateways/KT-NCC/NCC 8000) Guard Route (Guard Bypass Tour) contains a stabbing of stops/points or doors
that must be physically verified according to the prescribed schedule. Stops can also be Astration 202 of 601Instruction in installation 4 5 6 7 When necessary, enter Time Setting based on the gateway time zone (setting the time zone between the server and the gateway). If, for example, you have a time difference of 1 hour and 30 minutes, type 1.5. You can highlight the automatic stop guard path in the 601Instruction 203 ink in The Settings Appointment Floors Floor Menu to create and edit floors for elevators.
After the creation of floors, they are grouped and tied to the schedule on which access to a particular floor depends. 1 On the Definition (Appointments) toolbar, click Page 204 of 601Instruction in the event/relay link installation appointment ( Global/KT-NCC/NCC 8000 gateway only) This menu is designed to communicate events that will trigger the relay. You can also assign that the relay will be activated during a specific schedule. Relay can be activated, Page 205 of 601Instruction in installation Print Event
Event (Event Relay) This menu is used to print for a specific event. 1 In the Event Relay window, click Printer. 2 3 4 In the Event Relay pane, select Event (Event) for which you want to print page 206 of 601Instruction in the Graphical Mapping Schemas installation Graphic schema corresponding to the protected area of the object in which the components are located (deposed applications, controllers, inputs, relays, etc.). Using graphical diagrams, operators can easily identify the exact location of page 207 of
601Installation Information 4 In the Chart window, click Click here to create, edit, or modify a chart (Click to create, edit, or modify the circuit) to open the Assign Components window. NOTE: If the system allows the use of video surveillance, then inStute 208 of 601Instruction in the installation q Highlight the option Add live video as background (Add live video as background) to add to the live video background. Highlight the Add Web Page as Background option to add a web page as a background to add a web
page to the background. To do this, in URL 209 of 601Instruction to install Create a Background Image for a Viewport 1 Double-click the background image in the Assign Components window to open the Background Image Layout window. 2 Use this window for menu 210 of 601Instruction on installation q View to indicate how the chart will be displayed. NOTE: Size manipulators (cross-edged images to adjust their size) indicate, however, that this object is highlighted by creating system component links with
graphic icons 1 Page 211 of 601Instruction by Print System Components and Graphics 1 2 From the definition toolbar, click the Chart icon and select the chart in the drop window. Click the Print button in the Chart window to select the charts to print using the windows of your choice. 201 Graphical Appointment Schemas Page 213 of 601Installation 3 Click Print (Print) to send the graphics schema to the printer. 202 5 q : Dating Page 214 of 601Instruction when setting holiday destination holidays are handled
differently than other days. It is recommended to plan the holidays at the beginning of the year; pre-setting holiday with a floating date (Easter, Thanksgiving, etc.). Vacations can be assigned to a specific type (Hol 1, 2,Page 215 of 601Information in The Purpose Task Builder (Team Design) Minimum requirements for task builder icons (team designer) and event trigger (event trigger) will be displayed whenever the SmartLink component has been installed on ARM and is registered on the EnPasstra server. Panel
216 of 601Instruction 1 Click the task insertion menu for the SmartLink button/menu will be displayed on the screen. Email Insert email into a task to which Automata is sent when an event occurs. Modem Insert message into a task that will be sent by the integrators in the pager when page 218 of 601Instruction in the Add to Email task 1 installation Once you have created a new task or chosen an existing task, click the Mailbox icon. The Email Task Builder window will be displayed on the screen. 2 3 Enter your
email address in the... (From). Enter the email address to which you wantTrad 219 of 601Instruction when installing 1 Click the Modem icon. The modem task parameters will be displayed on the screen. 2 3 The serial port of the modem has already been installed. Enter the Dial Information section in phone number 220 of 601Information in Installation 2 3 Select the port number and transfer rate in the port number and Baud speed. Click OK. Insert Serial Devices to Transfer Commands 1 Click the Serial Device
tab to view the commands. The port com choice window will appear on the screen in Section 221 of 601Instruction when installing Enter Network Tag (Network Tag) 1 Click the network icon. The Enter network tag will appear on the screen. 2 3 Enter the network label. 0 to 999,999. Click OK. Enter commands 1 Click the Command (Computer) icon. NOTE: The toggle command (switch) is only available with some components, such as: door, input, relay. 4 Select the variable element from the Variables list. There
are three categories that can be a 223-of-601Instruction in installation examples Computers in Task Builder The following procedure will reveal each of the different variables, which can be linked to the component or computer type. (Changeable/Build a task with message value variable (Message of a number change) 1 2 3 4Strage 224 of 601Instruction in installation 11 In the Trigger Source section, Select Door from component list. 12 13 Click Points to select a component. Click the points to select an item
(which is a 225 out of 601Information in creating tasks with trigger value variable (a memorable variable amount) 1 2 3 4 Click the Definition (Destination) tab, select the Task Builder icon. Click New and type Trigger Value (remember col. in the task title. Click CommandStrion 226 of 601 Installation Instructions 11 In the Trigger Source section, include Component List Door . 12 13 19 20 Click Points and select the component. Click Points and select the Always Valid component (right always) as the schedule for
the trigger action. Page 227 of 601Installation 22 Click Extended Filter (Advanced Filter 23). Filter type. Then select the component filter for both variables. Repeat step 23 for other cards if necessary. Click Save &amp; Close. 24 25 BuildTrader 228 out of 601Information 6 Select from the Variable List (variable list) User Information 1 (User Information 1). The task text appears at the bottom of the window. Click OK. 7 8 9 The SmartLink task is now displayed in the text box. Save and close Task Builder. On page
229 of 601Instruction 16 From the list of related events, select the granted access event (access provided). NOTE: Make sure that the User Information box has the correct information in place. You can enter user information 1505 in the User information field, for example. This box can bestrut 230 of the 601Instruction in installation Chapter 6 q Integration with ToolBar Video surveillance systems In response to the general tendency to increase the role of video in access control systems in the configuration of
entraPass Global Edition provided the possibility of real-time video surveillance. The 231-of-601Instruction when installing video server configuration Video Server connects to the EntraPass system via IP address. The video set collects, stores, and distributes video data to EntraPass desktops for video monitoring and surveillance. Video data can be accessed from any DePass workstation (installation 601Inst sling 232 601Inst 6 Specify port numbers for Video(Video), Communication (Link), and Event (Events).
Open the bookmark to provide log data. 3 Provide the following data: Domain Name . Provide the domain name used by the video serverStrion 234 of 601Instruction in installation 2 3 Enter the application data enterPass Video Vault: q Video Vault This is the name of the EntraPass Video Vault application associated with the chosen video server. File schedule - a calendar to create a file. The selected schedule indicates the time, during the 235 of 601Instruction in the Installation of Camera Assignments,
enterPass provides the option to name cameras, preset, and camera traffic routes (pattern) to facilitate the identification of objects on the desktop (Video) and when searching for video events. When describing the 236-601Installation 5 6 7 Highlight select specific events if you want the camera to record special events. By default, all camera events appear in the EnterPass (Video Event List) video event list. However, this option allows you to choose which eventsTrad 237 out of 601Instruction in the event and
schedule settings for the recording camera 1 In the Camera window (surveillance cameras) open the Event (Events) marker. The open list will contain all typical camera events. The list of events depends on which DVR is chosen. 2 Select the schedule for programming 238 of 601Instruction in the installation of video storage in KVI and KVA format, it will be displayed with a comment that is entered in this window. 5 Enter a comment in a customizable surveillance camera. Click Save, and then close the window.
Linking the camera to the icon On the system EntraPass providesStrage 239 of 601Instruction in the installation of The Purpose of VideoView Windows After configuring the video server and assigning cameras, operators can customize the video windows displayed at work CCTV for monitoring and viewing purposes. EntraPass operators can call installation 5's 240 of 601Inst in the Update frequency percentage field to indicate the percentage of refresh rate using the up/down arrow buttons. NOTE: The
percentage of refresh rate is related to image quality/compression. Image quality affects the performance of the 241-part 601Instruction in installation 10 Point-to-camera delay, preset display delay, pattern display delay, and graphics display delay. NOTE: These options describe the time interval during which, it will be a 242 page of 601Instruction in the installation of Create and edit video contract using preinstallations and traffic routes that allow users to adjust the automatic operation of dome cameras. The
video, transmitted by surveillance cameras, is displayed on the ARM. Pre-configuration of CCTV modesTrasion 243 of 601Instruction 4 To view the results of the image selection you must click Test(Check). A custom video window appears on the CCTV desktop: Desktops &gt; Desktop dedicated to video monitoring. Any event associated with a selected type component can turn logging on and off, including special events, page 245 of 601Instruction Recording Parameters From the Recording Settings menu
allows users to assign video settings and assign a recording source (Intellex, camera, etc.) and link everything to a specific trigger. For each recording event, you must specify Atram 246 of 601Instruction 4 In the camera drop-down list, select the camera for these recording options. NOTE: If a dome camera is selected, the user can provide the name and number of the preset or camera path (Pattern). Setting these functions allows you to direct the camera to the right page 247 of 601Installation 1 In the recording
settings, select the Stop Recording trigger (video trigger for recording). Post-alarm recording delay, m:ss (Event Video List) - Allows you to complete recording with some delay after stopping page 248 of 601The list of event videos, the list of video events shows all video clips recorded by the system and stored in the video server database, as well as video clips stored in the video file. Source of these video snippetsStrivet 249 out of 601Installation 1 In the Video Event List window to click the Search button.
Search video events will open. NOTE: If the Legend menu and buttons are not enabled, this window will not display the description and buttons at the bottom. 2 VInsion 250 out of 601Instruction when installing 4 View bookmark events (events) to filter the events to include in the report. You can highlight the All Events field individual events. 5 Open Bookmark Options to filter video snippets on your page 251 of 601Instruction when you install 7 open Archive State bookmark to filter events using archiving status. 8
Highlight the status of the file if you want to specify which events to list. To include all events, you should not check page 252 of the 601Instruction counter when you install the Description button on the Play button to view video activity. Pressing this button displays a video clip of the event on the CCTV desktop. If only one camera was used to record it (in most cases), you will use 253 of the 601Instrution when you install 1 Select event in the Video event list and click play. The image will be displayed in the
Video Playback window. 2 View Camera Marker (Cameras) to view information about cameras that have recorded the 254-of-601Instruction in the installation of i Key Frame Binding to video recordings EntraPass users have the ability to save any of the most representative frames of the video and use it as a keyframe for all video recording. This option can be useful if the Istra 255 event of 601Installation 1 In the video event list Video event list select event to export 2 Press the Export button. The Enter a Video
File Name window opens. Provide the file name in the file name. By The file is saved on page 256 of 601Instruction 2 Enter a description of this video snippet in the Enter Video File Name window and click Save. Description and Password opens. 3 Check the box in the Use password box to increase the security level of this page 257 of 601Instruction in the play files video playback playback feature allows you to watch a video from any camera at once. To do this, you must specify a time slot to play. The
maximum time allowed is one hour. To do this: Select the camera in The 258 of 601Instruction 3In order to save a separate video frame, click Adjust 4 Leave the default name or specify a different name of the stored frame. Image Save Path: Program Server_GE Files To view saved frames, you can use Schedule 259 of the 601Instruction in the Logs installation, the current recording is currently being performed by Current Recording, allowing you to see a list of all the records that are currently running. This
information depends on the reason why the recording is made: The recording starts on page 260 of 601Instruction in the installation of the desktop CCTV Desktop Video allows operators to observe in real time the image transmitted by surveillance cameras, connected to the network and configured accordingly. Put on the CCTV window screen 1 Open bookmarksStrivet 261 of 601Instruction when installing 4 Click Show View Selector (Call switch to display the View selector window. This small window is used to
select the screen break mode when taking images from multiple cameras or when viewing a single camera on a specific path. Page 262 of 601Instruction in the installation of exported video files EntraPass allows users to view all exported files. In this way, users can display a list of all exported video files and view key footage to all KVI files and page 263 of 601Instruction in the installation of EntraPass Video Storage View EntraPass Video Storage EntraPass Video Vault provides an easy way to save important
video data for later use. As you know, videos have a limited resource, which depends on the video server configuration and your Page 264 of 601Instruction in Chapter 7 installation :Operations Toolbar in the Operation Operation Marker (Operation) window allows operators to perform manual actions with various system components (gateways, beams/sites, controllers, third-party equipment, etc.). This is the 265 of 601Inst installation, extended selection box is a window to search for a specific component. The
State of the Message Window component, which sucks messages about the gateway, beams, areas, and state of the guard route, can be assigned by right-clicking Action 266 of 601Instruction in the installation The example shown above, the information is displayed for The global gateway. Let's list the basic information that can In this window: Gateway Status Description option shows whether or not the gateway connection to the network. Number of sites Number of beams/SitesTrass 267 out of 601Instruction
in installation Manual gateway control mode with gateway allows operators to access gateways to update data, run different types of resets, and forced firmware firmware through gateways. Soft reset button (soft reset): Has no effect on the 268-out-of-601Struction on installation 1 2 Highlight gateway that requires a hard reboot. Click Hard Reset. This command will remove the existing gateway database and download new data instead. Reloading data from the EntraPass Gateway system allows operators to
reload 269 of the 601Instruction in the installation of beam operations/sites while operating manually, the manual beam/site control mode is used to examine the un offline drivers. For example, if the driver has been added to the system without specifying a serial number, you can use this command to get a 270 out of 601Instruction in Installation 2 3 To survey a driver not associated with the site, click the Driver button. This controller will be sent a message requesting identification. Once the controller receives
this message from the beam, it will send to ARMTrapment 271 601 MessagesInstruction in driver installation when working manually This menu serves to perform various operations to reset and restart the controller: smooth and hard restart, reload and reload and firmware driver. Soft Reset Description Button -Page 272 of 601Installation- In the Driver list, highlight the driver to work with. It should be highlighted with a different background. To work with a controller group, select a group under Controller Group in
the lower-right pane. NOTE: If the system is 273 of 601Installation 1 2 From the Driver menu, highlight the correct driver or driver group. Click the Forgive button on the toolbar. Cardholders inside or outside the controlled area will not be counted until the next 274 of the 601Instruction in the installation of door control when working manually This menu allows the authorized operator to manually change the status of the doors (one or group). Operators have the ability to manually unlock/lock the door, temporarily
lock/remove one or a group of doors, Page 275 of 601Instruction in the door or door group choice installation 1 In the Operation window to click the door icon (Doors). The door window opens. 2 Click the Enable Animation button to display the door status in real time. The left pane displays a list of all 276 of 601Instruction in Installation 1 2 Temporarily click Unlock. A change delay in the action appears on the screen. In the New time box, enter the amount of latency and click OK. The selected door will be
temporarily unlocked by Astredive 277 of 601Instruction Elevator door operations when working manually In manual control mode operators with the necessary powers can manually lock/unlock, temporarily unlock floors. This window also displays in real time the status of page 278 selected from the 601Instruction when installing Lift Door Choice 1 In the operation window (management) to press the elevator door icon (Elevation Doors 2 Click Enable Animation) to reflect the status of the elevator door in real time.
Once a floor group is assigned, the system will offer the operator to confirm the operation. Here are the available on/off commands, as well as the temporary activation of the relay (one or group). This window is also displayed on the actual page 281 of 601Instruction when you install relay deactivation manually 1 2 Highlight relay (one or group). Click Disable Relay. NOTE: If you manually deactivate a jet that is normally activated as scheduled, it will not be activated until your activation schedule becomes
Schedule 282 of 601Instruction when installing The Input/Inputs operation when working manually This section of the menu allows Enter normality, stop monitoring the input, monitor the status of a given entry constantly, temporarily deflect the selected entry, if its status, described in 283 of 601Instruction in installation 1 2 Highlight the input or group of entries. Click Normal Entry. The selected entry will return to normal, according to the Settings in the Device menu. Installing a long input control that you can use is
Astrive 284 of 601Instrution when installing manual control over an alarm system This menu allows you to manually change the status of the alarm system. You can manually place/remove from protection, change deposit delay to set back for safety. The alarm system can only be used bytre 285 of the 601Instruction to install Alarm System Removal in manual mode This option allows you to automatically remove it from the security system after the delay to input. See Chapter 5 in more detail: Destinations on
page 173 1 Select Gateway or Alarm System. 2 Click the DisarmStrund 286 of the 601Instruction in the Manual Control with Guard Tour installation This point allows the operator to start, change the delay between the bypass points, change the next bypass destination, and finish the guard route. The Guard route control panel can only be used with Global Gateway. The ButtonTrap 287 of 601Instruction in the installation of the next station (next point)- Provides information (text and graphic) about the next
element (door or entrance) Bypass. Delay to next station: Displays the time it takes to get to the next point. If this is a 288 of 601 statement to manually install area management this benefit is used to move empty cards that are in the area, move to an unknown area. You can also move maps to a particular area. The area toolbar can be 289 out of 601Inst of time than they are supposed to install, their cards will become (invalid), and users will not be able to leave the zone. 278 7 Invalid : Administration
(Operations) Page 290 of 601Instruction in installation Manual control over roll call view This advantage allows you to display user input. When users enter the area, this data is displayed in the dashboard: 279 Manual control over roll call view page 291 of 601The instruction to install manual control over the built-in panels 1 From the Operations Disturbance Panel (Administration), choose the Built-in Panel icon (integrated panel). 2 If necessary, select a specific component from the All Components (All
Composites) drop-down list. Select FromStru 292 from 601Instruction 5 Select Virtual Keyboard to view the virtual remote control. 6 Choose the partition and call the context menu. 7 Select Arm Partition or Disarm Partition if necessary. NOTE: For the ButtonStrun 293 of 601Instruction in installation Chapter 8 q Users ToolBar Menu Users (Users) Users it is used to work with databases on identity card holders. The toolbar in the Users window is used to call the following functions: the purpose and issuance of the
cards, As well as page 294 of 601Inthe instructions for installing Map Mapping (Card section) When assigning cards, you must specify the following parameters: card number, cardholder name), card type, access level and status, which can be a valid 295 of 601Information when installing card type 6 Mark to access the card type menu. Choose the type for the new card. The card type allows you to sort cardholders into groups; This is a useful feature when changing groups of maps already created, when creating
reports, and so on. More page 296 of 601Instruction in creating/changing card types See the Map Type Destination item on page 328 for more information. NOTE: Right-clicking in the Card Type box opens a context menu to create a new map type, 297 out of 601Installation 8 If the operator has the necessary rights, you can choose whether or not to display the card number in reports and messages on EntraPass workstations (show card number). NOTE: The system automatically displays the map creation date
in the Creation box, date 298 of 601Instruction when installing individual PIN codes EntraPass allows you to view and check each card code entered in Card and Windows Visitors. Cards with the same code 1 2 In the Card or VisitorStrion 299 window of 601Instrution Work With Id Cards Edit Card q q In the Card Number box enter the card number and click Enter. This card will be displayed on the screen; Now you can change it. Select the card number on the card number with the 300 arrow keys of
601Instruction 4 Repeat the same actions for all fields to be changed. NOTE: Check the Required field option if this information field must necessarily be filled in. NOTE: To edit page 301 of 601Information when setting the assignment of access levels to cardholders For each card, the access level must be specified. Access levels show where and when the map will be valid. The access level allows the cardholder to enter certain areas according to the established schedule. For statement 302 of 601 to install a
restriction on access to a specified door after a certain date (the button appears on the right). NOTE 1: When the KT-400 is disconnected, the primary and secondary access levels remain correct. NOTE 2: When KT-100, KT-200 or KT-300 will work on 303 of 601Instruct to install Additional Card Options quote Additional Card Features listed in the Diverse Section (others). 1 In the Card number box, choose the card number with the help of a shooter up and down. The Start date field displays the date the map
was created. The 304 of 601 Installation Instructions - Expired - Expired card, NOTE: Pending status cannot be selected from the card status list. To do this, you must change the card start date (Start date 6 Highlight the option to disable password return (Prohibition ControlTraster 305 of 601Installation 3 In the list of card count values) to select the maximum allowed number of card uses. that the Options &gt; Media Devices &gt; Video Marker menu is highlighted by Enable Video Capture. NOTE: Front 307 of
601Instruction to install 3 Press Freeze on the desired image, then press the Capture button to insert and save the image to the screen. 4 For this card, select an electronic pass layout from the Badge Layout list. The option is available if you have content in the buffer. NOTE: The signature input device will only be available after options menu &gt;Trads 309 of 601Insively install a view to remove part of the image If you want to crop the image (photo) signature) containing redundant information, and leaving only
important details, can be done with the extraction function. 1 Click 310 of 601Instruction in Installation 3 After highlighting the desired part of the image again, click the right button to insert the highlighted part into the ID card. The context menu opens. NOTE: To undo the selection, right-click and select The context menu for CancelStracter 311 of 601Installation 2 From the context menu, choose Edit Image or Signature. ). p 3 4 5 Configure the image settings with the displayed buttons and joysticks. The Reset All
feature is used to return to the original 312 of the 601Instruction when installing The Choice Printer to print electronic passes 1 2 In the EntraPass workstation window, choose options and the toolbar to press the Printer Option button. In the Printer option window, choose the Badge Printer marker (PrinterStration 313 of 601Installation 2 In the Badge - Preview &amp; Print window, choose Print Mode: Print Front - Print Only the Front (pictured on the left). Print on the back - print only the reverse side (in the image
on the right). This button is 314 out of 601Instruction in the installation Creation of electronic passes In the Software EntraPass includes the electronic pass design editor, allowing you to create, save, edit and remove electronic pass patterns and then link them to Maps and use page 315 of the 601Instruction to install 2 specify the number of passes in the Sides field, then select the design sizes in the Badge Size box and click OK. NOTE: Sizes are indicated in inches or millimeters (hundreds of inches or tenths
of a millimeter). To change the drives, you must have a 316-of-601Struction in installation 2 In the tools in the flagship window to press the 1-2 button. 3 Click Save to save new data. Change the background color 1 2 In the Badge window to choose which electronic pass you need to edit. Click here to modify the card layout (Click to get a 317 of 601Installation 3 To change the color background of the template, right-click anywhere in the work window. Workspace 4 5 Click Properties. The Background Properties
window opens. Highlight those optionsTrafla 318 of the 601Information when you install Inserting Map 1 information fields To add to the map pass information electronic port template, you must click the Card Fields (Card Fields) icon. The Card Fields window opens. 2 To change the properties of an object before dragging it to the work window, Page 319 of 601Instruction in Installation 3 From the context menu, select the map information field to add to the template layout, and then click the template workspace to
insert this field into the template. NOTE: When you add a photo to an electronic pass template instead of a photoStrion 320 of 601Information in the installation Change the properties of the information fields on Map B objects are inserted with the default settings (font, color, etc.). You can change these settings later. For example, you can change the text block format (map fields, static text, dates, and so on). 1 In the bypass pattern, 321 of the 601inst installation options (for example, transferring words to a new
line without breaking down). NOTE: To apply these settings to all text objects in the template, set it as the default. NOTE: If the TextTrap 322 of 601Instruction when setting the object (size manipulators) to the correct position. This way you can change the height and width of the text box. 2 3 4 See Align objects in template layout on page 309 for more information about text alignment. To add a 323 pages 601Installation 1 In the Badge Design window, click the Barcode icon, and then click the workspace in the
Badge Design window. 2 See Aligning Objects in pattern layout on page 309 for more information to align the object to page 324 of 601Installation 1 In the design Badge template processing window, click the Current Date icon, and then click with the mouse in the window workspace. 2 When right-clicking the displayed date, activate the context menu. 3 See the Object Alignment item in layoutStrion 325 of 601Installation 4 From the context menu choose the Current Date Properties (Current Date Properties)
item. 5 Current date properties are available in the Current Date Property window Function: Choose the date format (top field). A selection of text properties: font, color, alignment, orientation, etc. Page 326 of 601Installation To increase the size of the image in the preview window, click the zoom button (Scale). 4 Highlight the desired image and click Open. pattern workspace. The image appears in the note: When you import an image, its size is 327 out of 601Instruction in installation 1 2 In the Badge Design
window, highlight an object to decay (next to a floppy disk icon), and then click the window workspace. The Border Properties window opens. Change the frame color in the Border Color field, style in instruction 328-of-601Strust to install 1 In the Card window select the ID card. 2 On the Card toolbar, click the View and Validate Access button is a key icon. 3 4 Select the site/beam from the Gateway and Site list. In Section 329 of 601Instruction in the installation of ID card printing To print a certain group of cards
stored in the database, you must use printing. Several filters are provided to clarify the list of cards. Before printing, the operator has the option to view installation instruction 330 of 601 to fill with the Upper Limit field. You must enter the data in the Card Index field. To print maps of a given range, you must enter the minimum value at the lower limit Specify 331 out of 601Installation 7 Choose one of the options: Time-Based or Schedule-Based. NOTE: To expand the selection criteria, you must right-click the
Select Door Access filter. 8 Check the box indicators to display Intractor 332 of the 601Instruction when installing Display of latest transactions with the View Latest Transactions map (View the most recent transactions) is used to view the last transactions made by the specified card owner. For example, this window displays Access Denied as Event Type, Page 333 of 601Inst Installation, Preview: The Preview button requires the printer option, and then displays the Report Preview pane. 323 Viewing the latest
transactions with page 334 of 601The internal installation mapping level for a group of cards Preconfigured access levels for card groups allows you to quickly assign an access level to different sites/ray systems. You can call the group access level during the map description instead of re-entering statement 335-601Strog 4 If you want to set an expiration date for the additional access level, click the Use date option (use the date and click the Expiration date button). Access to ID cards allows you to quickly assign
an access level to different gateways. For each site and for the gateway (Global/KT-NCC/NCCStrage 337 of 601Instruction in the Installation of Destination Cards Visitor Map is issued for temporary use. , its termStration 340 of 601Installation 1 In the user menu click the One Passes icon. The Day Pass window opens. 2 To find a suitable valid card, you need to click on the binocular icon and choose which card is best duplicated. To make the necessary changes to InformationTrass 341 of 601Instruction in the
Group Operation (Batch Operations) installation This menu is used to change a group of cards of a particular type. For example, you can change the expiration date (end for all administrator cards. Individual fields appear only in 342 of 601Installation, to change the card access groups for a specified type of card (card type), two drop-down lists are used. The first list describes what you can do with these types of cards. The second list contains Group 343 of 601Instruction in the installation of the CSV import and
export function Import/Export CSV function is designed to import/export csV files (Comma separated value). Importing/exporting data from one application to another allows you to share this data in both applications. CSV Pages 344 of 601Installation Information 1 On the user menu click the Import/Export CSV File button. Open import/export CSV file (Import/Export CSV files). At the same time, 2 On the Import/Export CSV File menu you must press the New Pattern button. The new pattern displays a list of 345
of 601Instruction 4 5 6 7 To specify Add Code and Modification Code. For these codes, the system determines which card should be changed and which to add to the database while the file is being imported. By default, both codes have z-values. Select Delete Code (CodeStrion 346 of 601Inst from installation 4 that will transfer data; or you can create a new template. (See Create a new template for importing/exporting data on page 333 for more information about creating a template). In the Transaction file,
indicate how to save ElStrut 347 of 601Installation 7 In the export card window (Export Card Filters) select cards intended for export. After assigning all the required fields, click the Export button. The Import/Export CSV File window should open. NOTE: In the Transaction file section, 348 out of 601Instruction 4 In the Transaction file field, enter the path to which the CSV file containing the imported data is stored. 5 Select the file and click Open. The system returns to the Import/Export CSV File window. 6 Verify
that there are no errors (or fixStruct 349 of 601Instruction to install 1 Push Import or Export button, To start the transaction (the following example is CSV data import). This suggests that your template is incorrect. 4 5 Click Close to return to windowStrage 351 of 601Instruction in the Resident Tenant List installation is a building resident or company employee. to be used in KTES. Create a new tenant list 1 2 3 4 5 From 352 out of 601Instruction in the access installation schedule: Enter the access schedule. For
security reasons, the access schedule must be set based on the tenant's access time. A resident can for a certain period of time, taking into account the days of free and scheduled vacation. DefaultString 353 of 601Installation 7 Wiegand integration with an access controller (Wigand integration with access controller): q Cardholder for tenant-granted access: This is a card number that generates Wiegand output when 354 out of 601Instruct is granted access in the installation in step 6: Click to see the total number
of imported data. Tenant list exports were also implemented by the tenant list automatic export procedure. Step 1: Click the Export button to run the Tenant Export/Import Wizard (AssistantStrest 355 of 601Instruction to install Step 3: Click Next and select Tenants, Step 4: Click Next and select CSV. Click Export. Click 5:Click Next to view all exported information. 345Strran 356 out of 601Instruction in Chapter 9 installation, Group Panel To apply system functions immediately to an entire group of components, you
must combine components into one group. NOTE: Each system component, before being included in the group, Page 357 of 601Instruction to create controller groups To combine multiple controllers from a site into a group must use the Controller group menu. A group of controllers can, for example, be controlled manually (such as reloading). 1 VStrister 358 601 Installation instruction Creating a door group (Door Group) is used to combine the doors of a particular site into a group. This group of doors can be
controlled manually, such as unlocking all group doors. 1 In the Groups window, click the Door icon. 2 PushPage 359 out of 601Instruction when you install the creation of relay group group relay group relay group (relay group) is used to combine the retransmission of a particular site into a group. This group can control the relay manually, for example, temporarily activate all group relays. 1 In the Groups window, click the Relay icon. 2 3Stration 360 of 601Instruction in the installation Creation of input group entry
menu groups (input group) is used to combine entries from a given site to the group. You can control this group of entries manually, such as skipping all group entries. 1 In the Groups window, click the Input icon. 2 3Stration 361 of 601Instruction in the installation Creation of access group groups to access-level access groups at the access level serves to gather different levels of access in a site. 1 In the Groups window, click the Access Level Group icon. 2 3 4 5 Click the View Hierarchy button, Page 362 of
601Instruction to set Creating Floor Groups This menu is used to merge into floor groups created in the Floor Definition menu. Floor groups are used in different system operations, such as manual control (unlock schedules), access levels, etc. 1 In the GroupsTradstrat 363 window of 601Instruction to install areas of the Area Group Area Creation Group is used to monitor certain areas for the reports they meet (people collection report). Areas must be configured in the Area menu on the Definition tab before they
can. 1 Under the TabSt derives 364 from 601Instruction in installation Chapter 10 q :System State Status Status Status Toolbar Using the Status menu Operators can view the statuses of different devices and system components: 365 from connection list 601, the connection list displays information about a dedicated application, such as the operator name, last request date, local identification number, and so on, can also be used to verify the presence of a 366 of 601 installation instruction: the number of
messages/alarms stored in the server buffer for that application when there is no connection to the application. This number becomes zero when the connection between the application and the server is restored and messages are transmitted to the application. 1: Number of messages/alerts, Page 367 of 601The text status of the status instruction window (Text Status) allows you to display the status of the selected component (and its components), as well as all the features used to describe that component in
text form. This feature applies to all system devices: Page 368 of 601Installation 2 In the Text window, highlight the component icon to display. If the workstation icon is highlighted, the system enterPass list of applications described on the system. 3 The operator can select the desired EntraPass application by dialing or 369 of 601Instruction in the Digital Status (Numeric Status) installation This menu allows you to determine the number of components for the specified gateway, the status of which differs from
normal. 1 On the Status menu, click the Numeric Status button. The Numeric window opens. 2 From theTrad drop-down list. 370 out of 601Instruction in installation Graphical status (graphic status) This function is used to display the graphical status of the door controller, Including the status of all its components (outputs, inputs, power supply, communication, etc.) in the form of different geometric shapes of different colors (circles, Page 371 of 601Instruction in installation 4 Highlight the driver in the driver list
(right), double-click the component whose status should be determined. But in the wrong state. , gateways, sites/beams with controllers, etc. The Server Status window contains detailed server information, namely system data, global memory, process memory, and disk space. 365 StateStrux 375 of 601Installation Build Chapter 11 q Desktops DesktopS Toolbar/WORK DESK Desktops are designed to receive and display on-screen reports of events (current or file), alerts, View photos of card owners, graphical
system diagrams, etc. Page 376 of 601Instruction in the System EntraPass Individual Workspace Configuration installation allows operators with the appropriate rights, at will to customize their workspace, create a temporary workspace, and change desktop properties. Security levels for the 377 of 601Installation 4 Press OK. The screen will display a time space title with the names of the filters used. 5 To return to the original workspace, you must rerun paragraphs 1 through 4 or double-click the title to create or
change the 378 of 601Instruction when installing The Individual Special Desktop Settings EntraPass allows operators with the appropriate rights to set up desktops at will. In addition, full access operators can allow operators with read-only access Page 379 of 601Inst installation When you open a desktop window for the first time, you may need to resize the information correctly. To do this, set the mouse cursor to the edge of the frame and after the cursor becomes a bidirectine arrow, stretch the window to The
380 of 601Instruction to install 1 Right-click on the desktop, the settings from which it should be changed. 2 Select the Assign (Desktop) option from the pop-up context menu. 3 In the open window, specify which operators map the current desktop properties to 381 of the 601Instruction on the message desktop, the first default desktop is for displaying messages and is called Message List. Contains all system events. Each event is displayed along with a special glyph, date and time, Page 382 of 601Instruction in
the installation by grouping similar events. For example, all Site/Ray events will be grouped and aligned in alphabetical order. NOTE: To re-display the event list with the default settings, you must select Page 383 of 601Installation And Save only manual properties (manual properties save only manually) - when this option is released, the data is saved when you press the Save button. Once this option is assigned, the button disappears from the screen. The system retains the values of all parameters specified in
The 384 of 601Instruction in the INSTALLATION NOTE: To change the color of the message source, you must enter the menu (System Settings) &gt; Event Parameters. The EntraPass system messaging system allows you to perform a wide variety of system messaging tasks. The first option (Play) is to watch videos in PlaybackStrivet 386 of 601Instruction when installing Desktop Photos (Image) If the message desktop settings are assigned the Image Screen (Image Window) option, then when displayed on
the screen always at the same time with it displays the image window. Access-related events are displayed along with channel 387 of 601Instruction when installing 3 Show multiple images (show multiple photos). This option allows you to display up to 4 photos in this window. When this option is highlighted, you can set the Message signatures or specify a specific door for each window. 4 Select ApplyStrion 388 from 601Instruion when you install Filtered Messages Desktop, the Filtered Messages desktop is
used to display selected/filtered messages. For example, you can create filters to display messages related to a particular handler, or page 389 of 601Information in the Historical Report Desktop Historical Report, allowing operators to display events from preconfigured historical reports to determine create a report and view (if it's page 390 of 601Instruction in the blue installation. It will be green again after the data transmission is over, and after that, the file data will be displayed according to the designated
selection criteria. and call the context menu with the right button. 2 If the video clip is stored in the Entrapass Video Vault, install 392 out of 601Instruction in the Alarm Desktop Desk installation is used to view and confirm disturbing &gt;dor events. where the alarm occurred (if the system describes the graphical plans). See Chapter 5 of the Graphical Appointment Schemas' on page 195 for more details. NOTE: Desktop alarms canstrut 394 of 601Instruction in Yellow - Marked installation. Black - removed. To
view alert messages that have been manually deleted, you must check View Deleted Records on the Properties menu. Blue - manual recording by manual buttons / AutomaticStrage 395 of 601Instruction in automatic installation The EntraPass alarm system allows you to automatically display graphic diagrams - from any desktop - directly when an alarm occurs. With this feature, on-call operators automatically see all new Front 396s from the 601Instruction in NOTE INSTALLATION: The system can be
configured so that alarm messages are accompanied by a beep. See Chapter 14 of Configuring Media Devices on page 477 for more information on setting alarm beeps. The indicator message will be highlighted with a yellow label. Click Mute (Turn off the buzzer) to turn off the alarm. NOTE: Page 398 of the 601 Instruction Desktop Instructions (Instruction Desktop) Instructions Window (Instruction) displays the commands to be performed when reporting an alarm. The instructions are displayed on the screen
only if this option is allowed in settingsTrastra 399 of 601Instruction in the Graphic Desktop Desktop desktop installation allows you to determine on graphic drawings where the alarm occurred (if the graphics are assigned on the system). The graphic diagram corresponds to the protected area of the facility where 400 of the 601Instruction in the INSTALLATION NOTE: The disruptive states of the components are displayed with the help of Icons. By clicking the animated icon, the operator can call the context
menu to view the top-level items (main components) and learn more about the alarming page 401 of the 601Instruction in the icon description area group installation is empty: All areas within this group are empty. The area is active: The cardholders are still in the area. The area is empty: All the cardholders have left this area. Information about Muster ReportTrad 402 of 601Installation q This information can be found automatically by clicking the Update button. This information can be printed by clicking the Print
button. 394 11 q EnterPass Desktop Page 403 of 601Instruction on the network Alarms Desktop Desktop Network Alerts serves to view and confirm all disturbing events in the system. This desktop displays only events that require operator confirmation, and events scheduled in the ParametersStrivet 404 601Inedus event menu to install CCTV Desktop (Video Desktop) If the EntraPass system allows video (video surveillance), one of the desktops can be configured as a CCTV desktop. Appointment DESKTOP
CCTV 1 In the Desktop window click 601Strion 405Instruction to install Icon View Description Show Windows Play Video Panel These buttons appear at the bottom of the CCTV desktop if the registered operator has special powers to view and create These special 601Instruction Strion 406 buttons in the System EntraPass status video server installation provides a visualization of the parameters of the video devices connected to the video server. Operators can, for example, view information about data
transmission over the network (images and scanned sound). NOTE: Installation and Server 407 of 601Instruction in the installation of NOTE: The full contents of the status window (full state) depend on the type of video server connected to the EntraPass system. A brief description of all the fields shown on the screen is shown below in the table: Description of the drive name: Remote system network nameTrad 408 of 601Instruction in installation Parameter Description Audio number (Number of audio channels)
Number of audio channels (Number of audio channels) Number of audio channels available on the video server. The sound data source is usually a microphone, but you can use another sound source instead. Recording speed (recording speed) FrequencyStrtion 409 of 601Information in installation Chapter 12 q System Settings System ToolBar System (System Settings) Menu System (System Settings) It is used to indicate the configuration of system operators, assign security levels, event parameters,
instructions to the operator and message filters. In addition, page 410 of 601Information in the installation Appointment of Operator Operators Operators (Operators) serves to assign system operators to the system, assign their access levels and description of rights. The operator is responsible for creating accounts, for the issuance of cards, performs certain actions with the system components in manualstrive 411 of 7 to 20 characters. The password is not displayed on the screen (instead of the characters
displayed stars), it cannot be printed. NOTE: Password alerted to this! 6 7 8 is log sensitive - all operators must be on the 412 of 601Instruction in the installation of the 9 Open Security tab (security levels) to adjust the operator access settings. 10 From the Login Schedule drop-down menu, specify the operator access schedule. If necessary, you can create a schedule specific to schedule 413 of the 601Instruction on the expiration date of the installation usage - this option helps organize work with operator
passwords. When assigned, the expiration date of the operator powers must be specified in the adjacent field. Operator expiration date (End dateTrafla 414 of 601Instruction in the installation of Assigned Security Levels Security Levels serve to describe the rights of operators to access the logical components of the EntraPass system (desktops, To do certain things with these components. a level of security that needs to be changed. Page 416 of 601Installation in the Allow server login box (Allow server
registration) to place if you want to allow the operator to register with the EntraPass server (main or backup). In the Allow workstation login box, you can put a 417-out of 601Struction in installation instructions How to hide the Information fields in the EntraPass map system to make map information fields inaccessible to view. Assume that you allow users with a certain level of security (such as security guards) to view or change information page 418 of 601Instruct 1 From the Drop-down Security Level list,
choose the security level to change. 2 Open the Custom Video button to assign the available functions to the operator. All available page 419 from menu 601Instruction in the Installation Purpose Workspace allows system administrators to allow or deny operators access to view and configure physical system components (gateways, sites, relays, etc.). Operator workspaces depend on the type of work running On 420 out of 601Installation 1 On the Workspace tab, select the workspace that you want to assign or
edit. NOTE: If the selected operator can access the network alarm message desktop option, configure on page 421 of 601Instruction when installing the target view controllers 1 to highlight the list of drivers available to the operator Work. If necessary, highlight the All drivers for operator option, behind which page 422 of 601Installation 2 Save changes made. Assign Relay 1 Open Relay to highlight the list of relays available to the operator to which the workspace is connected. If necessary, reserve the All relays



to operator option, behind which the 423 of 601Instruction when setting the mapping access levels Adjust certain levels of access to the workspace allows you to indicate which access levels the operator can adjust or change. For example, a security guard may be allowed to issue cards valid only for the 424 of 601Instruction when installing Select all alarm systems (all alarm systems) if you want all alarm systems to be available to the operator in this workspace. You can also select certain alarm systems from
the list it displays. Save your changes. 2 Assignment of AreasTrasver 425 of 601Instruction to install Select all on-call routes (all guard tours) if you want the operator to be available for all tours assigned to work in this workspace. You can also select a list of individual guard routes from the list that is displayed. Save your changes. 2Strion 426 out of 601Information 1 Click the Card Filter tab to select a list of card filters that will be available to the assigned operator to work with this workspace. Click all card filters if
Assign all card filters to 601Inth of Installation Assignment Reports 427 programming This feature gives operators access to reports within their workspace. For example, a system administrator can access all reports that are being created, and the security chief (guard supervisor) will have a 428-out 601 2 installation instruction Save the changes made. Assigning a Workspace This feature gives operators access to information related to other workspaces assigned to other operators. For example, Guards work on
some 429 work page of 601Instruction to install page 406 for more information if you want to create a new level of security. 2 Select All security levels to assign all levels to a given workspace. Or highlight certain security levelsTraflate 430 out of 601Installation 2 Save changes made. NOTE: To assign which video windows are available to the chosen operator, the operator workspace must be allowed to access the video server associated with these video windows. If operators are allowed access to the video
window, page 431 of 601Instruction in the installation of the purpose of Windows surveillance 1 Open video view marker (video window) to highlight the list of video windows available to the operator behind which the workspace is allocated. If necessary, highlight the All Video Views field to When you install The Purpose of Security Panels The proportion of panels with workspace allows you to control the panels that the operator can assign or modify. 1 Click the Dashboard tab and select a list of dashboards that
will be available to the operator assigned to Schedule 433 of 601Inthcut to Event Mapping Settings This section of the menu is used to assign messages about the events displayed on the screen to the operators behind which the workspace is allocated. 1 View event marker to highlight a list of events to be displayed in ScreenStrion 434 of 601Instruction when setting Appointment Event Settings (event/reaction) The target event setting is one of the most important functions of the system. For each event, you can
specify how the system will respond to it. For example: Send event messages to devices in 435 601 printingIn installation instructions, Special Communications (Manual Association) are configured by the administrator and are used to send messages to desktops intended for certain events. The following table shows three types of special connections: Example of WorkStrage 436 Special Communications Component of 601Instruction in the installation of EntraPass workstations configured on the system in
always valid programming mode. NOTE: When working with the EntraPass SmartLink app, this schedule should remain Always Valid or messages/commands will not be sent to page 437 of 601Instruction in the Settings view settings by / (See links). 1 In the component bar (left), select the component, and then select the EntraPass application to which the event message will be sent. 2 Click the View Default Settings button in the Cancel 438 from 601 Installation Instruction - undo the delete command. The
EntraPass system allows you to print event parameters for selected events. 1 In the Event Settings window, Page 439 of 601Inth of Setting Instructions to the Operator This menu section is used to assign instructions to the operator that must be linked to certain events. When an alarm is formed, these instructions will be displayed in the Instruction (Instructions) (Desktop MenuStrage 440 of 601Instruction to install Message Filter Target Message Filters (Message Filter) is designed to assign filters, These filters
are used to select events for a specific selection of events. Filtered message table. 10 Check the All events option to receive messages about 443 out of 601Information in the installation description of the database structure structure of the database menu (database structure) used to view the system database. Displays the entire database structure, including: Physical System Components (DesPuspass applications, gateways, sites/beams, drivers, doors, Page 444 of 601Installation 8 If you need to sort
components, it is recommended to right-click the context menu on the component and select the Sort item from this menu.) The list of which is displayed in the right window bar makes it easy to search. Page 445 of 601Installation Information Chapter 13 q Reports Tool Pane Report (Reports) This software allows users to configure and generate reports. you can create a report on successful or incorrect access events in just a few seconds. Quick report files can be found 447 out of 601Instruction in installation 5
In the index of the drop-down card, select a criterion to be used as the filter. For example, if you specify Card Number, the report will include access events Page 448 of 601Instruction in database output installation - specify how the data should be displayed. Each data output method uses a specific report pattern. Database only: The report will be stored in the system database. DisplayStrage 449 of 601Instruction in installation File Report Mapping The Purpose feature of file reports allows users to assign file
reports and reports on the use of maps with individual auto-run parameters. Reports with automatic settings are automatically generated on the 450 of 601Installation 3 4 5 You can check the Select all events box. In this case, the 548 possible events will be marked and included in the report. Or, you can specify individual events that you want to enumerate. When viewing events, you should see the 451-of-601Instruction in installation 4 to indicate the type of event. All of its components appear in the right pane. If
you highlight the card type, the panel on the right will show all the card types described in the system. If you highlight Doors, the right will show all the doors used on page 452 of 601Instruction in installation 4 5 In the Filter Mode column (selection method) specify what is desired in the drop-down list: None (Do Not Use), Include (Enable), that is, to choose which action (exclude or include) should be performed with positions that meet the selection criteria in 453 out of 601Instruction) , that is, to choose which
action (exclude or include) should be performed with positions that meet the selection criteria in El 453 of 601Instruction), that is, to choose which action (exclude or include) should be performed with positions that meet the selection criteria in 453 of 601Instruction) 2 3 4 5 6 Select Card Usage Report from the Report Type drop-down list. If you choose a card usage report, the left pane displays only card-related events. Check select the Select All EventsTrad 454 of 601Instruction when setting the automatic
report schedule (for file reports and card reports) The Automatic Report Scheduling bookmark is used to set the parameters required to create reports automatically. This setting includes the following options: Page 455 of 601Instruction in the selection of events that have occurred in a given time interval, we recommend that you use the Specific Time Frame marker. NOTE: Start and end times are only used when the start date and end date are specified. For example, if you specify A: 456 of 601Instruction in the
CSV 4 database installation Description .db Saves the report to the comma-split values file (file name.csv). This is a data format in which all blocks of data are separated by commas. It is a popular format for transferring data from one application to another, because option 457-601Instruction in installation 5 Only for Paradox databases: if you highlight the Printed report by event option, the report events will be sorted by event reports (in alphabetical order) and printed automatically to the printer in workstrity 458 of
601Instruction to install the file report execution request Using this feature operators can pre-request Historical reports or card usage reports that were created with historical page 459 of 601Instruction when installing 5 6 7 Click the Preview button to configure the report and install the required filters. You can improve report readability, for example by adding stripes of a different color, framing events in a frame, attaching icons to events, and 460 of the 601Instruction by setting event report request 1 on the
reporting toolbar to press the Report Request button. The historical report request appears on the screen. In 2 Point to the start time (Start time) and the end time (End time). By default, the end date 3 and the 461-time text time of 601Instruction on installing reports sent by email EntraPass allows you to send reports by email to one or more recipients. This function is available during the DesPass workstation and when the report output format is specified. Archive ReportsStret 462 of 601Instruction in the
installation of Sending reports to workstations using the SmartLink interface On the EntraPass system provides the ability to send reports to workstations with a SmartLink interface installed (even if these machines do not have an EnPasstra system installed). If SmartLink is installedTrad 463 of 601Instruction when setting Working Time Report Mapping This function is used to customize time reports with auto-run parameters. NOTE: These reports may have and then the system will generate them in 464 of the
601Instruction to install the filter index value of 6 fields None, then the report will include all events caused by card actions. To add data to the sort criteria, you must select the option from the Additional information drop-down list. NOTE: Described Page 465 of 601Instruction in Time Report Request Installation With this feature, operators can request predefined reports (time and attendance reports) created using the Time and Attendance Report Definition menu. This 466 out of 601Instruction in T-operation
installation and an up-to-time database allows you to manually add, insert, and delete transactions in the time maintenance database. This feature will be useful, for example, in organizations where the time count uses installation instruction 467-601. They are marked with the X sign. The Date column displays the transaction dates. In the case of manual entry into the database, 468 out of 601Instruction in the installation of Muster Reports - Person Collection Reports Muster Reports in EntraPass allow you to
receive reports that are used in emergency situations. In anxiety situations, you need to know where the staff is right now. When an input alert occurs (emergency, page 469 of 601inst of installation 3 from the drop-down report (Muster) select an existing report to change it, or click the New button to create a new report. Then type the name of the report in the language section. 4 Select Area group (area group) that you want to assign to Schedule 470 of 601Instruction using Muster Report for Parking
Management Create parking management reports is like creating an emergency report. You have to select a group of areas and an alarming entry that will execute the automatic action (send a message to the bookmark, Page 471 of 601Instruction to install Roll Call Reports / People Traffic Reports for a certain time The roll call report is used as a photo Within the nominal call report, one or more doors on page 472 of 601Instruct 3 Specify destinations for this report, Report destination (Destination points for this
report): Select the target button using the dot button. Output Printer: Select the printer(s) from the list. Email Recipient:Page 473 of 601Information in the status state of the Use Report Status report to display the report status list and status of all requested reports that are still pending. 1 To stop waiting for or deleting a report, select the report, and then click the AbortStrage 474 button in 601Instruction when you install View Report Report allows users to view reports created and stored on the system. Operators
can this function to view reports in any format or to configure them before printing them. NOTE: When creating 601Instruction Atractor 475 when installing 2 3 4 Specify filter settings: Enter the line of text in the Search Description box. Only entries containing the specified line of text are included in the report. For more accurate selection, you can choose the following options: Contains .). The report, Page 476 of 601Instruction at setup time) and for the database is the type of Paradox, then opens the following
window: 2 3 Specify display parameters on the screen: Group by (Group by...) - it is used to facilitate work with the report. These reports can be grouped by the names of the owners. These options include the map format, authentication password, date and time, or 478 of the 601Instruction in the default card format Selection EntraPass software supports different types of electronic card readers. Depending on the type of reader, different map formats can be used. The card format allows you to select 479 of
601Instruction when installing 3 4 5 6 Check the Use multiple card format option if there are different types of card readers in the system, and you need to make a decision when creating new cards. Readers, in addition to the reader, page 480 of 601Instruction in the installation of the authentication password Change password Password is used to authenticate workstations (DesInPass workstations) on the EntraPass server. The authentication password is automatically displayed on the screen, while the system
is not yet 481 of the 601Instruction in installing the system interface language option on the EntraPass system provides an interface language option at the user's request. The main languages used are English (English), French (French), Spanish (Spanish), German (German) and Italian (Italian). The printer settings for printer settings and printer settings in Vocabulary Editor 482 of 601Insively installing option printer options allows users to choose a printer to print event logs (log) and a printer to print reports or
electronic passes. Selecting and configuring a log printer (LogStrion 483 of 601Information in report printer selection and settings) The report printer is designed to print reports. 1 In the Printer option window, choose The report printer( because this operation can affect the logical components of the access control system (schedules, etc.). If in sometration 485 of 601Instruction in installation Multimedia Device Settings Utility Multimedia devices Devices) allows you to install the following multimedia tools for your
EntraPass system: q Sound alarms, scanning/image capture devices for badges, 486 out of 601The instruction to install Scan Description/Image Capture 1 In the Media Devices window, open the video capture marker (Image Capture). 2 Check the Enable video capture check box to allow you to use this 487 of 601Instruction when installing 3 4 5 6 7 From the list of supported devices shown on the screen, choose the driver for the customizable device. Check the remote application if the signature scanner is
installed remotely. Choose the width of the pen in the width of the pen. TestStrivet 488 of 601Instruction in system configuration With system parameters, a user with system administrator rights (System Administrator) can change the settings used to assign the EntraPass system. In this section of the menu, you can go to page 489 of the 601Instruction in threshold installation. Measured in megabytes. Acceptable range of values: 2000 to 99999 MB. Time between notifications ( h) - the length of the waiting period
between the two notifications reaching the threshold specified in installation instruction 490 of 601St pauling will be hindered and, if not used. on the taskbar. The maximum delay time is 59 minutes 59 seconds. You must log in toTrass 491 of 601 Installation Instructions, it is strongly recommended that you back up your data before doing this. Once the process is complete, the schedule will disappear from the System Parameter menu. Diagnostics (Diagnostics) This feature allows you to perform network
diagnostics. Page 492 of 601Installation. This allows you to limit the file size so that it does not take up too much space on the workstation disk and server. NOTE: After the 601Trap 493 numberInstruction in the NCC Global Benefits Installation These parameters will be assigned to Global Gateway. Alarm input report when the alarm system is armed (Report, input alert when the system is put on guard): Highlight this item if you want the system to generate messagesTrad 494 of 601Information in the KT-100 KT-
100 installation indicates the location of the folder where the KT-100 drivers are stored. This data will be used to update the installed drivers. . The KT-300 KT-300 tab indicates the location of the folder that stores the firmware for the 495 601Inst installation: Include automatic update: Choose to perform updates for each KT-400 with a different firmware version. NOTE: The system auto-update feature only applies to the KT400. NOTE: The corporate gateway must be restarted 496 of the 601Instruction in the
installation of the KT-NCC KT-NCC tab indicates the location of the firmware file for KT-NCC. Unlike other firmware versions, KT-NCC is automatically updated when updated with EntraPass Global Edition. If in Enable TFTP KT-NCC Update Update (allow updating KT-NCC via TFTP) put a 497-out-601Instruction in the installation of photos and electronic passes image and Badging allows you to customize the image and signature quality settings to create electronic passes. If in the format Use JPEG for images,
signatures and badges, Page 498 of 601 Graphic Marker allows you to customize the quality of graphic diagrams and plans for use as part of the EntraPass software. If you do not use JPEG format for graphics using JPEG format for diagrams, you do not have 499-out-of-601 stress on disk space. for example, in the case of a very large report request. In such a situation, the system will interrupt the execution of the report and issue a warning message, indicating the reason for the cancellation of the action.
Unregister if freeStrion 500 of 601Inst installation of video settings (video) Video section will be displayed only if the EntraPass system is allowed to use the integration feature with video integration (video integration). Here you can configure the time synchronization settings, settingsTrap 501 of 601Instrution on installation , serves as a reset remote video process application control. discontinue controls (logs, surveys, events, and preinstallations and routes) and automatically restart page 502 of 601The Time
Settings statement in the Time section should indicate which gateway will be used to automatically adjust the time on all computers connected to the EntraPass server. This feature is very useful when you have remote sites/rays. NOTE: Gateway 503 of 601Instruction in installation q Migrate to enhanced user management - set a tag to put the system in this mode. (See Chapter 8 of Issuing a New Card in the Enhanced User Management Environment' on page 276 for details. 601 DLLStrion 505
RegistrationInstruction in the Virtual Keyboard (Virtual Dashboard) installation: The virtual keyboard panel allows users to display the keyboard (remote panel) on the screen. There are three display modes available: Floating, Modal, or Stay at the top. 497 SettingTrad 506 of 601Insigning Backup to write a backup is a copy of the system database that is used to replace the original database in the event of a computer failure. If one computer malfunctions, you can back up to another computer 507 out of
601Information 2 Enter the data in the required visit fields: Domain Name (Login Name, Password, and Password Confirmation). NOTE: Domain name or computer name, which includes the DePass server and the 601Instrut 508 page 508 computer 2 View bookmark according to the data intended to be backed up: Data (File, Time and Support (Time Count) or Video Event. NOTE: By default, the system automatically backs up the 509-out-of-601Instruction on installation 7 8 9 q Daily - to perform a daily backup.
Now (Now) - This option allows you to make a backup immediately. Specify the backup start time (in 24:00 format). Repeat the action in pp. 1 ... 8 for all other menu tabs. Page 510 of 601Instruction in the installation of special messages (custom messages) Custom messages menu allows operators with appropriate access rights to create special messages to generate events as scheduled. The system allows you to schedule up to 10 special messages, Page 511 of 601Instruction in system registry installation
(System log) This menu is used to register new system applications, e.g. KTES, ARM workstations, gateways, SmartLink interfaces, etc. for use when working with system databases and establishing a link between them and structure 512 of 601Instruction in server installation Database Check and Database Server 1 2 On the toolbar (Options) click Full Server Database Check. At the same time, the warning window should open. Click Yes to continueStrage 513 of 601Instruction in installation Chapter 15 q
Server EntraPass Server is a specialized computer included in the network that organizes access to the control system database. It is designed to obtain and distribute data from multiple gateways and workstations to which 514 of the 601Instruction in The Start Server installation in order to access the EntraPass server administration commands, it is necessary to run the server and register with the system. Operators must register when they log in. In this way, they access the menu sections that are 515 of the
601Installation, an additional IP address if a backup server with a mirror database communicates with the TCP/IP server, and if its configuration is configured on the other IP address system if used. 507 Server Home Page 516 of 601Information in the Connection list (connection list) This menu allows operators to view various lists that show the current operating status of the connection between the EntraPass server and the workstations connected to it. • 517 517 601o 601o 601o • Backup of company backup, •
á é. Backups Protect yourself from accidental data loss, for example, in scenario 518 of the 601Install Saved Data. The operator can use the default folder name or indicate a different way to save the file. NOTE: By default, the system/workstation backs up all folder data: C:Program Files/Kantech Server_GE Data (Data) or Resolution 519 of 601Information in Data Recovery (D, A, and T) If you need to recover the data, you must perform a backup before you start this operation. If you use the third-party program
to retrieve the data, it is recommended that the entire folder on page 520 be restored from 601In the System Event Log View statement contains all system authorizations and outputs throughout the SYSTEM assigned to the system. The magazine displays the date, time, ARM name, operator name, operator type. 1 View system log (System page 521 of 601Instruction when installing 1 Select View system error) to see all errors, 2 You can right-click to change the background color or clear the all data window by
clicking the Delete icon. Page 522 of 601Instruction in Server Utilities Installation This menu is designed to check the integrity of the system database and restore system databases. 601Installation Information Chapter 16- System Utilities This section collected System Maintenance Programs EntraPass. These programs are available on Windows® Start menu. The following programs run from a server or workstation. Database utility. For page 524 of the 601Instruction in utility database installation, the Utility
Database Program checks the integrity of database tables that are used to store events, alarms, network alarms, and chart diagrams. Typically, the system examines all tables in the system database and corrects errors (if substrate 525 of 601Instruction when installing Database Integrity Check 1 Click the button on the Check Database Integrity toolbar (Check Database Integrity). : Review the structure of component references to all other computers in the system. , deleting all traces of the component on page
527 of 601Instruction in the installation of the Cleaner database (Clean up the database) This feature is used to permanently delete the database records that have been marked for deletion. Most of these records are map-related and stored in Deleted Components in The 528 of 601IntraPass Video Vault designed to meet users' needs in convenient video storage and file management. This app provides an easy way to collect important 601Instruction video data in the installation, and the current process (current
processes) shows the number of video fragments that are currently being retrieved for archiving purposes. (KVI, KVA, AVI, IMG) archived file (archived files) - displays the number of videos downloaded by EntraPass VideoTramtra 530 of 601Instruction in the INSTALLATION NOTE: To see more information about the statistics displayed in the main window, you must register with the video storage application. 3 Installing 501Installation 5 q Disk Ready, Disk Space Less than 100 MB (Places on Drive less than
100 MB) When performing operations, choose menu 532 of 601Instruction from the Vocabulary Editor Vocabulary Editor (Language Editor). It is used to translate the text displayed on the screen into the language chosen by the user. The EntraPass system allows you to add up to 99 languages to replace the language in which the text is emitted on 533 out of 601Installation 2 In the list of available languages ready to find the name of the language being created and click the New button. The system reopens the
Select Language window. 3 In the list of languages, find the language you want to translate and click OK. New the language will be displayed on the right on the 534 of 601Instruction in the installation of NOTE: It is highly recommended to make periodic backups of folders, storing custom dictionary files (C: ProgramFiles/Kantech/Vocabulary Editor'CustomDictionary.xxx.ath) or C: ProgramFilesKantechApplicationTrastrastru 535 of 601Instruction on installing Icon Scan dictionary for new entries(scan the dictionary
for new changes): option this is useful when you update the version of the software. Create a self-extracting file for upgrade: If you choose to page 536 of 601Instruction 4 Specify the folder to save the Updatedictionary.exe file. By default, the autopack file will be stored in folder C: Program Files'Kantech (app). NOTE: It is recommended that you copy the Updatedictionary.exe file to the network folder if you want the OfTrads 537 operators of 601Instruction to install 4 5 6 Highlight each application and click the
Update Dictionary button. The Updateictionary.exe file must be copied to each computer on which the EntraPass software is installed, and then run it with a double click to perform the 538 of 601Instruction on english installation usage, you will need to manually specify Russian in the operator settings menu. To assign the language to a specific operator, you must log in to the System Settings menu and select Operator (DescriptionTrastre 539 601Inst from the Express Setup quick setup program, Quick Setup is
used for quick and easy-to-adjust settings. all gateway components: type of readers used, number of sites/rays, site/beam names, number of drivers in every 540-of-601Instruction to install Specify the number of beams on this gateway in Number of controller loops. Maximum 8. Click Next to continue. The system will display the following window. Depending on the number of rays entered in the previous window, the system will display page 541 of 601Instruct Site/Beam Configuration settings on the corporate
gateway using express Setup 1 Start Menu in the Windows operating environment® enter the All Programs menu &gt; EnPasstra Global Edition &gt; Workstation/Server &gt; Express Setup 542 of 601Instrution to install 4 then specify the reader type 5 Enter data in the Reader Type box. NOTE: The KTES option is only available for Gateway Corporate. NOTE: There are no reader type or 543 number elements of the 601Instruction when installing the Secure IP (IP LINK) option if this type of secure connection is
used. Fill in the fields of the appropriate bookmarks. 9 Press OK. 10 Provide minimal configuration for the controllers or KTES assigned to the beam. This includes assigning the name to the 544 of 601Instruction in the Controller Gate Relay Input Zone Dop installation. KT-400 4 4 16 16 KTES 1 3 4 2 Various uses of disruptive inputs in the system are illustrated in the table: . Entrance Disturber Use 1 Door No. 1 2 Gate 1, Request for Departure (REX) 3 Gate 2, DoorStrage 545 of 601Installation How to assigns
outputs/outputs are listed in the following table: . Additional. Outputs Use 1 LED (Door 1) 2 Buzzer (Door 1) 3 LEDs (Door 2) 4 Buzzer (Door 2) 1 Output (Door 1) Exit 1 Output (Door 1) OUT2 3 LED (Door 1) 4 Buzzer (Door 1) 5 ExitStrion 546 of 601Instruction to install the Driver Settings setting with Quick Setup If you add a controller to a new beam, you must immediately save the data. The system will then offer to use express setup to configure the 547 From 601Information in NOTE: Components are listed in
the left pane. The appropriate bookmarks are displayed in the center of the window. If you highlight a component, you will see its default name (in the languages used), the default number, and the default settings on the right. To access 548 of 601Instruction in the INSTALLATION NOTE: Components are listed in the left pane. The appropriate bookmarks are displayed in the center of the window. If you highlight a component, you will see its default name (in the languages used), the default number, and the
default settings on the right. To access the 549 of 601 Installation Instructions 1 Select the first unre tuned entry (the label next to it is not marked with a gray background). Identify this component with a box and give it a descriptive name in the languages used. 2 3 Select the normal input mode in the Input Normal Status element. In the drop-down list, the 550-of-601Instruction in the dop installation. Outputs Use 3 Output (Door 2) OUT1 4 Output (Door 2) OUT2 7 LED (Door 2) 8 (Door 2) 11 Output (Door 3) OUT1
12 Output (Door 3) OUT2 15 LED (Door 3) 16 Summer Controllers (Door 3) KT-400 54 System Utilities Page 551 of 601Instruction in Quick Viewer Installation - Quick view of Quick Report Viewer reports allows the Enter operator to view previously saved reports without running reports. This program is designed to view/show/download reports stored during the previous 552 page of 601Instruction when installing the Open button (Open) button is designed to open a report that is located in any folder on your
computer. Print: Prints the report you are displaying. On this button, the report will be automatically sent to the printer, bypassing the 553 of 601Instruction configuration menu in the Diagnostic Diagnostics (PING Diagnostics) installation This stand-alone program is used to diagnose network failures and/or checks the status of the packet path to a specific IP address. Sends a data packet (block) to the specified address and waits for a response. Contains all the menus and features required to customize system
settings, including displayed event settings, desktops, manual instructions 555 of 601The instruction on installing the Global Service Global Update Program Global Updater is used to convert the global database from version 1 to version 3. The later benefits will be installed in the database after conversion. In addition can be reassigned to ARM and Gateway. Preparation: BeStrage 556 out of 601Installation 4 Select new devices, gateway, or ARM that will take information from older devices. NOTE: The
procedure will be repeated for each serially designed ARM/Gateway mapping on the system. NOTE: Gateway-related information can be a 557-of-601Instrution in the installation of the Data Transfer Utility (Migration Utility) Migration EntraPass Global Edition from version 1 to version 3 entraPass offers you the opportunity to upgrade your EntraPass Global Edition system from version 1 to 3. You will need to have an installation key (you canstrut 558 of 601Instruction in the Installation View in Chapter 2 :Installing
the Software' on page 9 for more details Gateway Interface is a software interface, Used to convert beam/gateway data (which receives data from branch 559 of 601Inst installation) specifically, The 560 states of 601Instruction in the installation of the MS Interface, MS/S'L Program MS/S'L Interface creates a real-time copy of the EntraPass ID card database on ms-S-S. or Oracle. 2 If the application is accessed to the ORACLE/MS-S-SL server for the first time, the KANCARD database creates five tables: tbCard,
tbCardType, tbCardAccessGroup, tbTransactionIn, and tbTransactionOut. NOTE: Information and data transferred from the main server of entraPass to the databaseStrion 562 of 601Instruction in the installation of the system configuration, server name - this field indicates the server name of the S'L or Oracle, which was assigned in the workstation description. EnterPass Status - This field shows the status of server 563 of the 601Instruction in the SmartLink SmartLink Interface SmartLink Interface allows users
to customize messages and data format sent to the second port or COM file on disk. This section of the guide provides an explanation of how to construct a symbolic line to send through SmartLink. ApplicationStrion 564 out of 601Instruction to install Network Load The use of network resources can be divided into several categories: Messages: generated on the server, may contain: a minimum: 128 bytes (number of workstations and SmartLink applications q 32 bytes) q Maximum: 128 bytes (number 565 of
601Instruction to install EnPasstra Online Help Get Online Help 1 You have there two ways to call EntraPass Online Help: Clicking the buttons (? Help) (Help). On the Windows menu, click Start &gt; All Programs &gt; EnterPass Global Edition &gt; Server &gt; English Help. 557 EnterPassTrastred 566 of 601Instruction in installation Chapter 17 q Animated icons Animated icons Indicate the status of physical or logical components in the windows of The EntraPass system programs. They show the status of
components in Time and simulate movement, showing a series of images related to thisStrion 567 of 601Instruction in the installation of the alarm system Descratic System Icons indicates the status of the alarm system on the graphical desktop (ARM)&gt; Graphical Desktop (work desktop graphics schemes) or in the Operation (Administration) menu. Disturbing Alarm System These animated iconsStrion 568 of 601Instruction to install This animated icon appears in output delay mode. It is displayed in the
following program windows: q In the Manual Operation window, Desktop (ARM) &gt; Graphical Desktop. The status of the alarm system is not yet known Thisstr page 569 of the 601Instruction in the installation drivers Animated Icon Drivers indicate the status of the door driver in the viewport (Desktop &gt; Desktop Chart) or in the Operation (Administration) window. Unknown status This icon appears when the 570 of 601Instruction when installing the driver restarts, the power icon malfunction appears when the
driver is on a reboot and there is no voltage on the power supply. It is displayed in the following program windows: Desktop &gt; Graphical Desktop (Working deskStrives 571 601Instruction in the Installation of Doors Animated Door Icons indicate the status of doors in the viewport (on the desktop) or in the Operation (Administration) window. The door is open for too long (the reader is disconnected) This animated icon shows that the door is open longer than allowed in the setting set opening time, and the reader
is at 573 of 601Instruction in icon installation shows that the door is in an open state for more than half the time allowed to open the door (Opening time) , and the reader is in an opening state. It is displayed in the following program windows: Desktop &gt; Graphical Desktop (WorkingStrustre 574 601Source:Supplied) that the elevator door is closed and unlocked &gt; &gt;. The following program windows: Desktops &gt; Graphical Desktop (Working DeskString 576 of 601Instruction on the installation icon shows,
that the relay is temporarily activated, and activation occurs &gt; &gt;d on the input. (desktop) or in the Operation window. Anxiety at the input - the input is not controlled by the icon shows that the input is in an alarm state, and the monitoring programTrad 578 of 601Instruction in the icon installation shows that the entry is in an alarm state and this entry is rejected /disguised by the operator: desktop (desktop) &gt; Graphical desktop (graphic circuit work desk) q Operation &gt; Input (inputs) Alert at the input - the
input is controlled by IconStration 579 of 601Installation This animated icon appears on the Graphics desktop (graphic diagrams) if the input status is not yet defined. 572 17 - Animated icons Page 580 of 601Instruction in the installation of beams/sites and gateways Animated icons of this type indicate the status of the site/beam or gateway in the graphics circuits window (on the desktop) or in the Operation (Administration) window. Controller Beam: The state of the beam not yet known Icon appears when the
beam status is still 581 of the 601Instruction in the gateway installation - a communication breakdown during data reload Icon shows that during data reload there was a loss of communication with the gateway. Displayed in the following windows: Operation ( Administration) window: Data Reload, Desktop &gt; GraphicTrads 582 601Source:Installing Gateway-Rebooting Firmware on KT-NCC When the system automatically updates firmware in KT-NCC. Displayed in the following windows: Desktop &gt; Graphic
Desktop •Entrapas, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Отображается в следующих окнах: • Desktop (Рабочие столы) &gt; Graphic desktop (Рабочий стол графических схем) Приложение пытается установить связь ИконкаСтраница 584 из 601Инструкция по установке • Окно Operation (Операции): тревоги, области, туры обхода охранником, двери, двери лифтов, реле, входы, повторная загрузка данных • Desktop (Рабочие столы) &gt; Graphic desktop (Рабочий стол графических схем)
Обнаружена ошибка Иконка появляется в случае обнаруженияСтраница 585 из 601Инструкция по установке Алфавитный указатель 3rd party hardware Configuration 168 DLL integration 496 A Abort report if free space lower than ( MB) 491 Access levels Create groups 352 Disarm 179 Primary access level 291 Privileged access level (double custody) 151 Schedule 277 Schedule Tenants 342 or 586 to 601 or 604o Access level 291 Checking server and workstation databases 504o. Communication
Protocol 105 Communication Synchronization 103 Component Links Display 58 Configuration 3rd party hardware 168 Controllers 110 Doors 143 EntraPass Gateways 85 External Global Gateway 32 Mirror Database and 587 to 601 s 353 a.s. , 354 Create floors 192 Doors 149 REB-8s 116 Email . 491 Email Options 70 Reports 70 Task Builder 207 Enabling Assembly Request Scheduling 155 Card Readers 266 Coercion Function on KTES Keyboard 1 55 - 588 601 - Hardware Definition 103 HDD . 480 euros,
480 euros, 481 Heater kit activated (KTES) 140 Hide PIN number (KTES) 138 Historical reports 441 Automatic reporting screen 446 Desktop 381 Holiday Definition 203 I. 589 to 601 to 95 L Custom Language 524 KTES 137 LCD (KTESS 137 LCD - (KTESS 138 Video bandwidth limit 493 Line monitoring (KTES) 136 Line type (KTES) 136 Local zone after 144 Local zone before 144 Locking door temporarily 263 Elevator door 266 Elevator door temporarily 266 Door group On the support of the installation card
used for activated mail 137 KTES 135 Power failure (KTES) 140 Power Monitoring Program 114 KTES 139 Pre-alarm on the open door too long 147 Avoid arming request in the input state 156 Print a record 386, 395 Print Event Parameters 430 Printer, See Log Printer 474Strram 591 of 601Instruction on installation Logs 480 Registration 513 Service Login Information 484 Setting up a Badge Printer 475 Show properties on Drop 19 8 Site Configuration 102 Retrieving Site Events 108 SmartLink Application 77
Command Builder 210 Configuring 77 Restore previous SmartLink mode 206 Smart SaveTrad 59601Instruction Configuration 80 Threshold of free disk space File format 82 Vault definition 222 File recovery in last transaction with card 519 Exit File name 439 Delete database 519 Show database system indexes 81 483 W Wait for access granted to arm 156 WebStrage 593 of 601Instruction to install Serial Insertion Devices to Transfer Commands 209 Secondary Levels Operating Mode 291 Secondary Access
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